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Parallels of History No 2

ORVILLE and WILBUR WRIGHT
30 years ago, Orville and Wilbur Wright made the First flight by

Man in a "heavier than air" machine. Their triumph was the

beginning of Man's conquest of the air. The whole history of

aviation is an epic of sacrifice and triumph. Its tremendous

advance is an example of what can be achieved by men who
have faith in their beliefs and conFidence in themselves. The

advance of aviation is similar to the progress made by Dubilier over

their 21 years of trading. Starting in a small way, unheralded and

hardly known, they have, through sheer determination and

perseverance, brought their products to a standard of efficiency and

reliability that is the envy and admiration of the whole industry.

CONDENSERS
DUBILIER CONDENSER CO. (1925) LTD. DUCON WORKS VICTORIA ROAD NORTH ACTON W.3
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THE BEST DETECTOR
exclusively specified

for the

" B'ESTECTOR SUPER '°
The introduction of the new WESTECTOR
enables the rectification of radio -frequency
currents to be obtained by the use of a robust
unit, which needs no anode or filament
current, and which has a distortionless output.
Th " Wireless Constructor " has taken
advantage of these properties in presenting to
you the " B'estector Super." This fine
receiver incorporates a type W.4 WESTEC-
TOR, thereby ensuring permanent and
efficient detection.

IT'S A WESTINGHOUSE PRODUCT !
THE WESTINGHOUSE BRAKE & SAXBY SIGNAL CO. LTD.,

82, YORK ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1.

CET A
WESTECTOR LEAFLET
NOW!

Address

W.C.6
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COSS R

2408
-the new (valve

for

CLASS ''1:1"

AMPLIFICATION

Filament volts 2 0. Filament amps 0.4;
Anode volts 150 max.; Max Anode
Current Swing 50 mA.; Max. Peak
Applied Signal (Grid to Grid) 40 volts,
Stoic Anode Current at
Va =100. Vg =0 (each hall) 4
1'5 mA. Price 1

/.
Full instructions for the use of this. remarkable
new valve, including circuit diagrams will
be supplied on application to our lecitaical
Service Department.

A C Cass°. Ltd..

Volume equal to that of the average Mains
Receiver is now obtainable from Battery Sets
with this new Cossor Valve, and with this

remarkable output, the H.T. Current demand
of the Cossor 240 B. is lower than that of

a small power valve. Thus, a really large out-
put is obtainable
without in any way
over -stressing the
average H.T. Dry
Battery.

Anode cnd Grid Current/
Anode volts curves of
Cossor Class  B Valve
Type 240 B.

Highbi.r Grote, London, N y !Wren at Birmingham, 81151,11, Glatgato, Leeds, botrpoot.
Manchesur, Neterasile, Sheffield, Belfast. Crarth,ffi and linblm

;
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The "Bestector Super "-"S.T." on "Class B "-Controversal
The World's Hobby.

17a outstanding set design for
June is the " Bestector Super"-a highly efficient super-

heterodyne circuit for battery valves,
incorporating two of the very latest
developments in radio, viz. : the
Westector and " Class B " amplifica-
tion.

The Westector is employed. as the
second detector, thereby effecting
economy both in H.T. and L.T.
current consumption.

The "('lass B" output stage
provides mains volume"
with a remarkably low 11.T.
current consumption. For
average volume it is only
about 15 ntilliamps. total for
the whole set.

Also in this issue you will
Lind a striking article on
"Class B'' amplification from
the pen of John Scott -
Taggart. Our distinguished

.contributor deals with the
advantages of the method,
and points out that, so long
as 15 years ago, he himself
vas alive to the possibilities
of this principle.

Mr. Scott -Taggart, in ad-
dition, contributes his popular
"Armchair Notes " feature ;
while Victor King, in his usual
inimitable manner, deals with
" Some Controversial Com-
ponent Queries."

Test Transmissions
The new West Regional transmitter

at Washford Cross, near Watchet, in
Somerset, is now complete. Pre-
liminary tests have been carried out,
and the performance of the trans-
mitter has proved entirely satisfactory.

A series of test transmissions,
intended for reception by the public,
began on April 24th. These trans-

missions will continue daily (except
Sundays) until further notice on a
wavelength of 30:Y9 metres (965 kcs.).

We urge our \Vest Regional readers
to take the opportunity during these

-reception test transmissions to make
sure that they can obtain sat isfactory
reception from the new station. A
pamphlet entitled " Receiving the
West Regional Transmitter" has been
prepared for the assistance of those
who may experience difficulty in re -

SING -SING RADIO

Queries-New B.B.C. Station-

reveal the rather astonishing fact that
there are to -day over 40,000,000
wireless sets in use in the world. And
it is quite likely the figure given is a
very conservative one, for in any
case over 37,0f )0,000 official returns
have been made by listeners in
countries where a licence system is in
force.

France. Stalin. and several South
American states have no licensing
system, awl so a guess is made at the

number of sets in use. The
" guess " works out at
3,(5.$1,01)0-but it's probably
a ha,' guess. Plus " pirates,"

in those countries where
there is a licensing system,
the figure is probably nearer
five or six million.

Each eell in the famous Sing -Sing Prison, Nete rot& is fittedrifle a writing table, soft bed and head: ## es. the loner being
supplied with progrm ttttt es from the favourite stations at certainhours daily.

ceiving the new station satisfactorily.
Copies can he obtained free of charge
from local B.B.C. offices, or will be
sent post-free on receipt of a postcard,
marked with the letter " W " in the
top left-hand corner, and addressed
to the Chief Engineer, B.B.C., Broad-
casting House, London, W.I.

The World's Hobby
Statistics collected and analysed by

the International Broadcasting Union
Jn

Top of the List
Assuming that there is an

average of four listeners per
set, it can be easily seen how
vast is the world's listening
public -160,000,000.

Curiously enough, Den-
mark takes first prize as the
must ''radio -minded"
country in the world, with
140 sets per thousand
population. In Great
Britain the proportion of
sets to population increased

from 92.41 to 117.5 per thousand
during the last year.

As might be expected, the figures
for the United States do not lag
far behind Denmark's record.
Actually America occupies the second
position ill the list, having 138'34
radio sets per -thousand of her
population.

This represents an increase of
2'49 per thousand over the figure
of 135.85 quoted for last year.
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Some instructive facts about

HANDLING MAINS
UNITS

By
J. R. WHEATLEY.

with special reference to the
mounting of home-made units and
vacuum lamp trickle chargers.

lomNs unit capable of delivering
high voltages at high current
is reasonably easy to con-

struct, since suitable components, are
readily obtainable. It must be borne
in mind, however, that such a unit
must be handled with great care, and
it is really not a sufficient safeguard
to assume that because it is packed
away in the interior of a set, or in
some remote corner, that precautions
need not be taken against shock and
dissipation of heat.

Precautionary Measures
For this reason the unit should not

only be mounted in a metal box, but
the baseboard and the panel, if a panel
is employed, should preferably be of
fireproof material.

It must not be forgotten that,
although adequate fuses may be
incorporated, a mains unit always
generates a certain amount of heat.
It is suggested that in a unit of the
" power " class, a teak baseboard
may be employed with a panel of
either bakelite or Paxolin. Teak is
one of the very few woods which is
practically non -inflammable, awl the
panel materials mentioned do not
easily burn, nor are they affected by
reasonably high temperature 4.

Avoiding Shocks
When a mains unit is mounted, as

it should always be, in a metal case,
never omit to connect the earth ter-
minal on the case to earth by means
of a piece of wire of substantial gauge.
If this is not done, in the event of an

internal short between the high
potential side of the eliminator and
the case, the case may develop a
voltage several hundreds of volts
above earth potential and would
probably result in a nasty shock being
received if the case were touched.

Preventing Burns
In the case of an L.T. eliminator

or an L.T. trickle charger, in which
high -wattage vacuum lamps are used,
mounting this as a whole in a plain
metal box is usually inadvisable, since
the metal covering would soon reach

AS IT SHOULD BE

W9TER fiPEEORTH

Don't forget, when housing a mains mei
'a is metal ease. to earth the ease itself
Failure to do this may result, in the earn
of an internal short, in a toasty Shock
then the ease is I 4wd. Hear" gauge
wire should be used for the earth

a temperature sufficiently high from
the heat radiated from the lamp to
cause a nasty burn.

In the case, therefore, of a unit or
trickle charger of this type, it is sug-
gested that the metal box either be

6o

A TYPICAL
UNIT

7'h is photograph
illustrates a typieal
1101)1e -e Onstrue-
tor's nifteltS unit
using metal recti-
firtitiOn. Note how
the condensers are
arranged on the

baseboard.
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lined with asbestos and a hole cut
so that the top of the lamp, or lamps,
project through it ; or, as an alter-
native, the lamp. be mounted exter-
nally and a cylindrical roll of asbestos
placed round the lamp to prevent
heat radiated from the lamp scorching
near -by objects, and also to prevent
burns from the lamp itself.

METAL CASE
LINED WIM RSBESTOS

In eases where a trickle charger with a
sigh -wattage rae lamp is used. flu
.08e should be tined with asbestos to pro-
tect it front excessive heed. .1 sheath of
asbestos I the lamp itself is also a

protection against burns.

********************
*DRILLING PROBLEMS

Urging the necessity for keeping At,
your drills tip to the mark for

twat work.

********************
LENT drills are responsible for more

bad and untidy constructional
work than any other tools. The

drill whose point is not what it was
is always liable to slip out of the
centre -punch mark and to skid over
the work, with most unsightly results.

Supposing that you are lucky and
that it starts as it should, the odds are
that it will tear its way out on the
underside, making an unpleasant
looking mess on the hack of a panel
or terminal strip. Keep your drills
up to the mark if you want to turn
out neat work.

An Oval Hole
Another evil thing about the dull

drill is that when you use it for
making holes in ebonite its failure
to cut properly makes you turn the
crank of your hand -drill at far too
high a speed. This has two unfor-
tunate results. In the first place,
you heat up both the ebonite and the
drill to far too high a temperature.
Secondly, when you are cranking
fast it is most difficult to avoid wob-
bling, with the result that the hole
when made is too often oval rather
than round. And if you want to
make a real mess of things, try drilling
a thin plywood panel with a drill
that has lost its keenness ! R. W. H.
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JI[ 9L)][S][r][10
\T,: Hy!,

causiii_ such a stir in the ether
is under the control of the Free

State Post Office. And fron, the
en2inc-r-in-ehief of the I'.. -t Office,
11r. than. I

1,, ., the Tuw
Athlone is the nearest town to the

stat whieli is actually t llovdrion.
a lit tie 40. er t .v:4 tittles out 441 .Athlone.
and almost ;it the geographical cent
of Ireland.

Unimposing Building
It i; pleasant. open country round

about lloydruni. and ;1- \-4,11 conle up
neat to l'ae field. fenced round \vitli
short and steel \\-ire. the twin
lattice !.. sts stand tip clear above the
low surr4.)tittding tree-. The mists
are about 30(t feet high. and 1.4)4.1; on a
stone ball -joint ,o they can
withstand hill sweep of tile ivnid.

Four !2.ity h.ai. the
mast - heir_ anchored
to 1" 'Mt in the

v. deep eernent, founda-
t jou. Ther, i- 'I -type of aerial
,.ale fee! long bet \veen the two
masts. ;1,.l the doll") lend e0IlleS

ta I h' TO a transforimr house
lili.1\\ b..i\veen the masts.

.11:er -Hug imposing buildings
\\hull ti 1;.1;t.. put- up for its

1 had to fool; twice
beforo I 44,..dd the .1i Mon,. station
Mail li; ' is than .1 ,Iitart,.r the

and there is nothing imposing about
it being simply a stone lint shaped

ordinary garage and NVO h riot
:rge windows in the V;!

rche., the monotony .at the -tone-
\\-. r

Flood-Lit Panels
T. taken up

transmitter. There are no
external word, merit inning. and
so the whole 144,11-ed in the one
reetan,tular building in which there
are Dud windows to ._,;\ IiLLiit WHH
dazzle on to the trap-initter panelstif below.

The transmitting house to
the base of one of the masts and the

1111,
usual twin -feeder wires on telegraph
posts run out to the t ransf.,rtner hut
beneath the swaying 414,\\ n lead.

Inside, you en n see that the.
transformer building is single-1)ln
affair, as the roof is suppor! 0 1 be

AN EYE -WITNESS
ACCOUNT

by (ar Si,.,bil 41114,1
of 41 riSit 10 lb. poirerild
Irixle Free .'idle bromleostrr.

prOffPIIII ,,,,, 111.
1.111 ore of .111.1 11,111V-

WhiVit VIM be eleorly
CM ft ICIII,11.11fli if III 11:1

111,01, iht Marotta
!Ivy I.

girders. This metal work does not
Setail to have any effect on t her;lu,-
Iii 1 er. Thorei= thrOd figdkiting ahoy,'
the panels so that the light alwas-s
comes down in the same direction

-

the 'doping windows being above the
floodlight bo\\I'-.

noliglily speaking, the .kt
t -Mit i lOok,,, hike one side of a

rogiomil station that is.
there is the familiar control desk at
which the man on his hen! sits

Vt'd

ht. Ajhhall' plant is more recent
than any station, with the
excepi ion 44 the new \Vest national,
there ;ire a number of little difference.;
which make the station \-ery jot -

t112.

Control -Desk Arrangement
Th. arrangement is like this,"

explained on engineer. " Here is
the control des1; in the centre with
two indicator lights almse the five
maii, peal; voltmeters.-

'Hie-, indicator lights are not used
at e\i-nic, n.n.c. stations. but ;Heat
other l'aitislr built Aloleoni trails-

sueli as that I have seen ;it
neroniiin-ter. in Switzerland.

" .1s usual, the buttons to Inv- left
and Tight are the vela \\ it cip., for

he I 1.'1', controls and for the recliner
output. The control desk. you se...
taces the output st.ige HI the trans
mil 1 ,.r wher.. ilier. .iie the two ma -ter

1:111 riOW (MIMI II/e/ Idle 1h11/11,/ I poor N11. tiff HII Witt
.1(1,1 ,, ,,,, 1,114/1..SI /1/ ill I to ' strike 1111. 'the firrununudufir.p iv rripidly hello
l.crrn.vrol. filed MI' 11111.Sit.fli 1111114.1 hf 1,111i I111 11j fir. itleCif t . 11110

heads She puvil of .Ilosical Ifrireelor.
f ii
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A Visit to Athlone-continued

tuning controls and four very iml oct-
ant meters.

" Itut Io show you how it works, we
n:mt come ox here to the right, to
the lint net.'

Is Athlone y,alve or crystal con-
trolled I asked.

current, are brought int,, 1!1,-11,,h-
tnitter at a ery early -tag,

The next pall.1, von :-4,e-the
long one- i- exa, tly the same as that
over to tit. lett. Ft, t wen them is the
output p. 10.1.

I- at ,tations. the output.

' We are crystal ei.ntroll,.1 here.
A quartz crystal is Loused in a

thermostatically controlled oven in
the right-hand corner of the trans-
mitter there.- he said, pointing from,
the control desk.

" In the same panel is who t the
engineers call a harmonic seleCtir aril
balanced amplifier-in other word, a
series of valves all tuned to harmonics
of the oscillating crystal so that the
final valve is oscillating at the correct
frequency for the working tN;Ivi

lengths.''
" The wavelem,th can be changed,

of course ? " I asked.

Push -Pull Output
" Yes. The present wavelength is

yiry satisfactory. but it only takes a
few ininutes to retune the circuit for
any wavelength between 3(kl and
metres. The crystal has to I,
changed, of course, and the selected
harmonic retuned. A sidetone wove -
meter can be worked on the control
desk.

" In the next panel ---that is, the
second from the right are the larger
air-cooled salve- t,hirh ,/,-p up the
power and which introduce the modu-
lation. I don't want to bother you
with technicalities. but low -power
modulation is u-ed here at Athlone.

" This means that the speech

IN THE TRANSMITTING ROOM
The 60- kilowatt transmitter ICUS built
of thy thereemi pang's works at
t 'het in sford Mid ICOM reetelli jest in time
for MC tooadeast i tag of thy Eueharistie

"eategres s lost s

The Control Engineer Ibeto,rl, titling at
his desk. is ably to adjust the mot pat from
the trommaittcr to snit the re ; melds
of the nt. His task ix the important

 of
PREVENTING OVERLOADING

in push-pull. the valves in each
panel are comieeted in parallel, thus
forinit, one hug, talc-, -t,u2e handling
the lot kil,\vatt-. One of the panels
is only half ,,t II stage.

In push pull arrangement, you
know (just a- in a ,,,".11,r), you must
have a rcer to maple the

tol2ea,-1 for the output. Here
the (Hope., t-,!1-fornier th,
tani/ef citt rli! in the aerial. The
coils air sp,ced coils WI

heavy copper tubing-are behind the
centre haul..!. Two .0'.4.1'itIL2 hi-tki

caul, h you :In on are for
the control of 1,011,II.:,1 lietween thr
11.1'.

Viewing the Meters
noticed a

covered -in a !oohing like the Hue
pipe of an Meal That,
was told. i- the in-ukited casing
through which the two feeder wires
go through the wall to the trans-
former but in Ti.t middle of the field.

" If vim at the eontrcl desk,"
eontinne,l the engineer, " you will
find that the Eye peak voltmeters art'
just h, -lout use -level, the vital signal
lam)- ,:t eve ley el. and the four big
meters 'together with a batch of
smaller luny., -just above eye
level in the looput control panel.

i.ciy show the voltages
in the final tutu.-. but they also tell us
the whole -tory a bon t thecooling water
How. In th, e rid of a breakdown,

prq,

til
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THE problem of testing and
repairing radio equipment,
with the exception of tuning

troubles, is essentially one of defective
valves or incorrect voltages.

Correct voltages appearing at vari-
ous test points in the circuit will
indicate circuit continuity and there-
fore, with the above exceptions, will
also indicate a satisfactory operating
condition. For instance, an open

FUNDAMENTAL
CONNECTIONS

To measure the total en rPetfi flooring in
tlw circuit. the .ter is o to el in
series with the load. whirl, in the dia-

gram is represented by a resistance.

primary winding of an L.F. trans-
former will be evidenced by the absence
of voltage at the valve anode ; an
excessive current drain in any anode
circuit might indicate insufficient
grid -bias voltage or a shorted valve
element ; in an A.C. mains set a
shorted filter condenser would result
in little or no voltages being delivered,
to the set, and so on.

In testing valves for their electronic
emission a sensitive milliammeter
is required.

Saving a Fortune !
The voltage and current ranges

encountered in radio sets, L.F. power
amplifiers and public-address systems
are very wide, and may vary from
1 to 1,000 volts, and from 1 to 250
milliamperes. Individual meters to
measure these values would cost a
small fortune, and it is the purpose of
this article to describe how the utility
of one, meter may be extended to
cover all of these ranges.

ainaulaniaanniannammunnanannualimmaniam
Full details of how to convert a.
simple milliammeter to a muiti-

= range instrument suitable for
measuring voltage, current, and

resistance.

By J. E. WATSON, A.M.I.R.E.

:71nunainismuummanumainuissuunianalmansi-;:

The meter required for this purpose
is a 04 D.C. milliammeter. The
usefulness of this instrument in itself
is very limited, but by the use of a
few resistors plus a simple application
of Ohm's Law, its sphere of utility may
be greatly enlarged. D.C. voltmeters
and ammeters are essentially the
same front the standpoint of con-
struction, and whether they are classed
as voltmeters or ammeters depends
upon how they are connected in an
electrical circuit.

Essentially the Same
In Fig. 1 the meter A is an ammeter

connected in series with the load and
reads the total current flowing in the
circuit. The instrument V is operating
as a voltmeter, and measures the
difference of potential across the
battery.

When an ammeter or milliammeter
is used as a voltmeter, the current
flowing through the meter must. be
limited to such value as that for which

FOUR DIFFERENT RANGES

This arrangement converts the mete 
into a voltmeter capable of covering four
ranges. The resistance of the minium-
meter is, of course, assumed to be

negligible.

the instrument was designed, and this
is done by placing a limiting or
multiplying resistor in series with the
meter. A voltmeter is simply an
ammeter with a multiplier connected
internally and calibrated in volts.

According to Ohm's Law,
EE =IR or - Or Rr---
R

where E is Voltage.
I is Current.
It is Resistance.

In order to determine the value of
multiplier resistance to cover a desired

CONVERTING TO VOLTS

floe 0-1 millia tttttt oder Trill read full
setae when one volt is applied, provided
Nee resistance R has a value of 1,000 ohms.

voltage range, it is simply necessary
to solve for R in the third formula
shown above. Let us take a specific
ease.

Full Scale Readings
We wish the meter to read full

scale when 1 volt is applied, and we
know the meter current is limited to
1 milliampere, then, assuming the
internal resistance of the meter to be
negligible, we find

1 1
R

1

000
1,000 ohms.

1

1,000
A series resistor of this value, con-

nected as in Fig. 2, will so limit
the current through the meter that
when 1 volt is impressed across the
terminals, T, the instrument will read
exactly full scale.

With R remaining constant, we will
find the current directly proportional
to the voltage, so that if a half or a

65
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An All -Purpose Meter-continued

quarter of a volt is applied, the
reading will be in direct scale propor-
tion. In other words, the original
calibration may be read as volts
instead of milliamperes. By increasing

INCREASING THE RANGE

if the resistance of the meter is known it
can be made to read higher current
values by using a shunt resistor, suck as

. Rs in the above diagram.

the value of the multiplier resistor, R,
higher voltages may be measured.

To convert a milliammeter having a
full scale reading I into a voltmeter
to read a maximum voltage E, then
the resistance of the multiplier will
be given as

I x ER- '
By using a number of multipliers

to cover different ranges and arranged
with a suitable switching method, a
useful unit may be constructed. Fig. 3
shows the necessary resistors to con-
vert a 0-1 milliammeter into a multi -
range voltmeter capable of reading
0-1, 0-10, 0-100, 0-1,000 volts.

As stated previously, the original
-.calibration holds true for the range

0-1. Using the 10 -volt range, the actual
calibration is simply multiplied by 10,
the 100 -volt range multiply by 100, and
the latter range multiply by 1,000.

Higher Current Readings
The meter may also be made to

read higher currents than that for
which it was designed by the use of
parallel or shunt resistors. In this
manner only a portion of the current
to be measured passes through the
meter, the remainder flowing through
the shunt. Knowing the internal
resistance of the meter, and by choos-
ing a proper shunt resistor Rs in
Fig. 4, a simple range factor may be
obtained relating the total current to
the measured current.

Let Rm equal Resistance of meter.
Rs Resistance of shunt.
K Factor by which

range is to be in-
creased.

Then by a simple process of mathe-
matics the following formula can be
obtained :

Rs=
K-1

which will give the value of shunt
resistor required to increase the meter
range by a factor K.

A Practical Example
For instance : Suppose our 0-1

milliammeter has an internal resist-
ance of 20 ohms and we wish to ex-
tend the range 5 times (K=5), i.e. we
desire to read up' to 5 milliamperes.
The resistance of the required shunt
(Rs) will be

Rm 20 20
Rs= = =-=:_) ohms.

K-1 5-1 4

By a direct application of Ohm's
Law we can also convert the ntilliam-

Ern

OHMS AND MILLIAMPS

Here the milliammeter is also calibrate(
in ohms. so that the instrument can be
used for measuring both current am

resistance.

meter so that it will measure resist -
dice in ohms. This law says :

F.

where R is Resistance of circuit.
B is Voltage drop across resis-

tor.
I is Current through resistor.

Measuring this current with a
milliammeter, and keeping the voltage
constant, we. find the current I to be
inversely proportional to the circuit
resistance, and it is therefore possible
to calibrate the meter in ohms. In
Fig. 5 we find a circuit for this pur-
pose.

Here we have a definite voltage E,
in series with a calibrating resistor 11,
In series with the meter.

X, the resistance to be Pleasured,
66

is connected to the terminals Y. The
value of the calibrating resistor R -is
chosen with respect to the desired
voltage E, so that when the terminals
Y are short-circuited the meter will
read maximum current of 1 milli-
ampere.

For example : If we chose a voltage
E of 2 volts and short-circuit Y, the
value of B will be found to be 2,000
ohms.

E 2-7=1 ma.
It 2,1/00

Now suppose we connect a resist-
ance of 2,0( /0 ohms across the terminals
Y. The milliammeter readings will be
given by :

2

R +.11111 2,00(.1+2,000

2
0= -5 ma.

40tH.) 2,000 amps.
and we know when the meter reads
0.5 ma., with these circuit values, the
resistance across- terminals Y has a
value of 2,14.!0 ohms.

Resistance Calibration
In this manner all the meter read-

ings will correspond to some definite
value of resistance and, as previously
stated, the instillment may be cali-
brated in ohms.

Increasing and decreasing the values
of both E and R will make it possible
to measure higher and lower values
of resistance, respectively. Fig. 6
shows a scale calibrated in ohms.

In this case the constants were E-=
2 volts and 11=-2,(XX) ohms. Substi-
tuting various values for X, suitable
calibration points were obtained as
shown.

When used in conjunction with a
rectifier system. the meter may be
pressed into service as an A.C. instru-

(Please twit to page 108)

MEASURING RESISTANCE

The value of an unknown resistance X
may be determined from a direct ap-
plication of Ohm's Law. X bring con-

nected between the terminals Y Y.
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ector
Inver

CLAss B' amplification and
Westeet,ir rectification -
two %I Hi,. most important

of the ntinilwr of striking: develop -

nn nts V made available to the
home co;i.t ructor. .111,1 the two
Illa Iti fe.I I tires which give the
" Bestect,,r " Superhet its outstanding
iii lividuality.

The advantages of both " Class B "
and the Westector confer the greatest
benefits when these SIhetnes are
combined with a circuit employing
the superheterodyne principle. In
spite of their application to a wide
variety of circuit types, they might
almost have been developed espeeially
to improve the battery superhet.

Saving Battery Power
1 hop, tho,i. who have used them

in receiver, other than superhets will
forgive my bivirez clam(.'. to them
in this way. You will remember I
have always believed in the future of
the superhet (mains or liattero. so
it is natural I should enthu-i over the
obvious application of the new forms
of amilitication and deteetion.

Wien the advanta;_:,-: of the two
Wert s...:torns are considered. the de -

VOLUME
so.r1 . "eft, -

while roloito, ynu
IMO, I, III -III to 4..1 -
pert 0 if 13 1rn it,
mains
is ihr icfur "I los It
a,plijirali..n fundth,  e t 0 r

Sm. I.
in a 0000000 tivr

'S ns a VI.1.111111-i hs 110,1,t 11111-

icey usrr.v.

j1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111U

"Class B "
AMPLIFICATION

and

WESTECTOR
"COLD VALVE"

are incorporated in this magnificent

SUPERHET
ciThe first of its kind

to be described.

ciThe last word in
efficiency.

Designed and described by
VICTOR KING.

sirability of their application to
battery stipeThOS is immediately
appr.riated.

In the past the large II.T. current.
required, and the consequent high
upkeep (1,-,t of batterie:. has lietin tire
chief impediment to the wi,b.r use of
battery di !vet] -tiperlier,. .1tuf both
the 1V,-tector and the " Class 13"
VIII 4.,n,ioleral,ly in reducing

eurrent.

The Westector !win,' a metal recti-
fier uses neither 1-1.17. nor LT. currcnt,
and thus the usual consumption of the
second detector, the valve replaced
by the Westecior, is saved. At the
same time. this Ivo itier is particularly
suitable for handling large inputs
without distortion.

Due to the intermediate -frequency
amplification. the currents needing
rectification at the second detector
of a superhet are nearly always fairly
big. Thus the meta! rectifier, which
is really a small edition of the West-
inglnius,. mains rectifier, falls in very
nicely with the conditions extant in

the S(11)(9'110.

Special Output Valve
If there is a big input for the de-

tector, then there must also be a
big input for the output stage. As
a matter of fact. unless the last valve
of a superhet is capable of giving
a large iindi-t,,nt..1 outwit. hill

hot living taken of this
type of

With ordinary output st ayes. a
valve capable of very big power
would requi more than (.1,111,1
0:111'0.411 le ly be provided by dry

ECONOMY
'I he .iito fr.! -
if in i ti it i la the

licsteelor
Irt.41 Olt itivfIs I
foreigners j.S nod

ft Dry(.
...rpeitilileire of inn-

vr. The (loss " uufperf
nt(IfiC ICOIliS Olt tili

float
the orereigt rip
cons ',lion is -
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The " Bestector Super "-continued

H.T. batteries. Consequently a com-
promise between power a.nd H.T.
current has been necessary in the past.

Now all that is banished by the
" Class B " valve. This valve consists

according to the strength of repro-
duction.

The total quiescent current of the
set is 10 to 13 milliamps,. and in-
creases to about 15 milliamps. for

SIMPLE DRILLING-STRAIGHTFORWARD TUNING

21'

0

/os.

anwceo
ron,ns

CoevoznseR

WRVS- ne.r6t1
Srer,r1,-.11:

arx
1.___Vac CoArovcr_/

Po rec LArour

COACENSER

The symmetrical panel presents no constructionaldifficulties. atul in action the set ix
remarkably easy to l Ile despite its tremendous range.

of two triodes in the one bulb,
but employing the same filament.
In a way they are like two Q.P.P.
valves working on their bottom

in the usual way.
But no matching has to he carried

out and no G.B. is required. The
reason for the latter is in the design
of the valve. The characteristics
of the two halves are so arranged
that the anode bends fall on zero
grid volts.

The main difference between Q.P.P.
and " Class B " is that grid current
is permissible in the latter. This
may seem rather staggering after
the way one has been told to " avoid
running into grid current," where
ordinary amplification is concerned.

Low Current Consumption
The ill effect of the grid current is

nullified by the " drive " valve which
forms an intermediate stage of ampli-
fication between the second detector
and the " Class B " valve. The
" drive " valve is coupled to the push-
pull valve by a special transformer.

This transformer differs from the
ordinary inter -valve component in
that it has a step-down ratio and low -
resistance secondary. Current, in the
form of grid current, can thus flow
without appreciable alteration of the
voltage across the secondary.

The " Class B " valve will give an
undistorted output of around 2 or
more watts, but takes a quiescent
current of only about 2 milliamps.
This increases when the set is working

average volume. Thus, while the
F et is not quite capable of being
run economically from a standard -

THE NEW "CLASS

size H.T. battery, it is ideal for
working from one of the larger
capacity batteries.

It must not be thought that the
" drive " valve is a wasteful extra
that does not pull its own weight.
Apart from the operation of feeding
the " Class B " valve, it adds its
share to the L.F. amplification, so
that the " Bestector " really has
two L.F. stages.

Coupling Methods
The first one is resistance -capacity

coupled to the Westector, the scheme
of connections . being very similar
to those employed with a diode
detector.

The L.F. voltages are produced
across the 1-megohm -resistance, and
are passed on to the grid via the RR
choke and the .01 fixed condenser.
The purpose of the choke is to keep
H.F. out of the low -frequency side
of the set.

The first valve of all is a screened -
grid mixer or first detector, the

B " TECHNIQUE

Between the panel and the 7 -pin" Class B" valve holder is the special drive trans-
former operated by a small power valve which goes into the adjacent valve holder.

68
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The " Bestector Super "-continued

feed from the oscillator being to its
screening -grid. The oscillator valve,
V.,. is an ordinary three -electrode type.

From the aerial the input to the
screened -grid valve is via a band-pass
coil, the tuning condensers of which
are in the form of a double -gang
component. A potentiometer con-
nected up with the aerial and earth
provides control of volume.

Designed for Quality
The int Intiodia te-freguene v ampli-

fier is another screened -grid valve and
is coupled ' fore and aft " by taut
interntediate transformers. These
ransfortners are provided with I rim-

int.rs across primaries and secondaries.
which ensure that the intermediate
part of the set is in tune throughout.

These transformers are set at about
I It) kilocycles, this frequency being
employed not only because it is usual,
but because it has been proved in the
past to be the most effective freqUeneV
front the point of view of practical
considerat ions.

The output choke in the anode
of the " Class B valve has a

tapped winding, enabling a high -
resistance speaker (or low -resistance
one with a t ransformer giving a high -
resistance input) to be matched up
with the special valve.

Similarly, from end to end the
Clnst met hitt is designed to be
simple.

Compared with the supt rliet-. of a
few years ago, the " Besteyt or "
emphasise:I11 it the superhet is fast

should be countersunk on the under-
neath of the panel.

The hand -pass coil and the screened
oscillator coil are controlled by the
one wavechange switch. This is
achieved by a common rod which

SMALL GRID BATTERY REQUIRED

One good feature of " Chao: amplific
suffieient, sinee the  Chris It

taking its place as an equal with the
other common types of home -con-
structor sets.

There are one or two small points
to whielt I must c.tll your attention
before dealing. With the operation.

First of all, the fitting of the two
variable condensers. Templates are

at' is that a 9 -rail battery
valve itself requires no Wan..

runs through the. band-pass coil and
into the oscillator.

You will see that a special lead is
ran from a screw on the side of the
gang condenser casing and serves to
join this to earth. The cans over the
two interme!liate transformers are also
ea Ft heil.

COMPONENTS FOR THE " BESTECTOR SUPER"

Component. Make used
by Designer.

Alternative makes of
suitable specification 1.

recommended by
Dssigner.

Component. Make used
by Designer.

Alternative makes of
suitable specification

recommended by
Designer.

1 Panel. 21 in. x 7 in. Goltone Lissen, Peto-Scott 1 L.F. "Class B" Driver Lissen R.I. " Driverma,"
1 Baseboard, 21 in. x 10 in. - - transformer Varley, Benjamin
1 Cabinet to fit above Peto-Scott Cameo. Lock, Gilbert 1 "Class B" output choke Varley R.I., Benjamin
1 Double -gang, comp I e t el y L.B. " Nugang" - - 2 1,000 -ohm resistances and Graham Farish -

screened condenser and disc type A vertical holders " Ohrcite "
drive 1 1-meg resistance and vertical Graham Farish -

1 Single -screened variable con- J.B. -- holder " Ohmite "
denser and drive 1 3.000 -ohm resistance with Graham Farish -

1 Band-pass coil unit Lewcos -- terminals " Ohmite "
B.P.F. G.R. 1 253,000 -ohm resistance with Daintier 1 watt Graham Farish

1 Oscillator unit Levier,' T.O.S. 'R. -- . wire ends or terminals " Ohmite "
1 Intermediate transformer Colvern " Colver-  - i 1 2-meg. grid leak with wire ends Goltone Dubilier 1 watt, Tunew

1 do. do.
dyne " 110

do. type M110
1 1 H.F. choke

- -
Lewcos"Super" Goltone, R.I.,

Ready Radio
4 Fonr-pin valve holders Benjamin Lotus, Telsen. W.B. I, 1 Westector Type W.4 -
1 Seven -pin valve holder W.B. Benjamin, Wearite ii 5 yards insulated sleeving and Goltone Wearite
2 -25-mid. fixed condensers Dubilier 9200 Telsen, T.C.C. ,: 7 yards 18 -gauge tin led cop -
2 0001 -mid. fixed condensers T.C.C. 34 II per wits
1 -01-mid. fixed condenser Dubilier 610 T.C.C., Telsen 6 Battery plugs Belling -Lee Bulgin, Eelex, Clix
1 -04-mid. fixed condenser Dubilier 9200 T.C.C., Telsen 1: 2 Accumulator spade terminals Belling -Lee Clix, Eelex
1 .0002 -mid. fixed condenser Dubilier 865 T.C.C., Telsen 1 Bias battery clip Bulgin No. 2 - -
1 '01-mfd, fixed condenser T.C.C. " M." Dubilier 1 Terminal strip, 2 in. x 2 in. -- - -
1 10.000 -ohm potentiometer, Bulgin V.S.32 - ,, 2 Terminals Belling -Lee Goltone, Igranic

with switch i; Flex, Screws, etc.

Thus from aerial to speaker the
circuit is designed for good quality.
There is the volume control right at
the start, the Westector with its lip.
filter, the " Class B " valve with its
power -handling properties, and the
output. matching transformer.

provided with these for marking the
positions of the necessary holes on the

The actual securing of the eonden-
s,?rs is achievetf by screws passing
right up through the baseboard into
them. The holes for these screws

69

No screws are provided on them for
this purpose. But the fixing screws
nearer to the panel make contact
wit's the cans via the base of the
compm2nts.

The fixing screw on one side is
earthed by a small piece of copper
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The " Bestector Super " -continued

foil that passes under the transformer
and is pierced by the screw. The foil
is bent round and passed under one
of the terminal screws of the com-
ponent. The necessary earthing is
obtained with both transformers in
this way.

Seven -Pin Valve Holder
No battery terminals are employed,

the connections, apart from the grid -
bias ones, being by means of long flex
leads or a battery cord as desired.
The grid -bias battery is held on the
baseboard by one of the usual metal
clips. See that you leave room for a
nine -volt battery when fixing the
near -by components.

There are seven sockets on the
" Class B " vaWe holder, and it is
usual to number these from one to

" BESTECTOR SUPER "
ACCESSORIES

LOUDSPEAKERS. -Blue Spot. B.T.H.,
Amplion, Magnavox, Rola. H.M.V., Mar-
coniphone, Celestion, R. & A.

BATTERIES.-H.T. 120 -volts super capa-
city. Ediswan, Pertrix, Lissen, Siemens.
Magnet, Marconiphone, " Silver Knight,"
Ever Ready, Drydex.

G.B.-9 volts. Siemens, Ever Ready, Edi-
swan, Lissen, Magnet, Drydex, Pertrix.

L.T.---2 volts. Ediswan, Lissen, Block,
Oldham, G.E.C., Pertrix, Exide.

AERIAL AND EARTH EQUIPMENT. --
Electron " Superial," Goltone " Akrite,"
Graham Parish " Filt " earthing device.

seven. Their disposition is so
arranged that the valve can be fitted
in one way only.

But to be on the safe side, you
should check over the orientation of
the sockets on your holder with those
shown in the wiring diagram to see
that they are in the same relation.

Then there will be no possibility of
incorrect connections if you follow the
wiring carefully. One terminal, No. 6,
is not used.

You will see that quite a number of
the small fixed condensers and fixed,
resistances are supported by their
connections or joined direct under
terminal screws. The Westector itself
is wired up in this manner.

Connecting the Detector
There is a right and wrong way of

joining up this component. You will
note that one end of it is larger in
diameter than the other and is also
coloured red. This end is the one
joined up to the coil.

Apart from the above points there
is nothing out of the usual in the
construction. And it is hardly
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By "scans of self -screening units the wiring is rendered very easy, the five -valve superhel thus being no more difficult to
construct than a straight three- or four -salver.
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The "Bestector Super "-continued

necessary for me to go over the
standard processes of panel drilling
and component wiring. My space
will be better devoted to notes on
operation, simple as this is.

Operating the receiver is almost as
easy as tuning a one -knob set. -The
only dial that is very critical is the
oscillator tuning, the right-hand one.

The other controls apart from this
are the band-pass tuning dial, on -off
switch, wavechange switch and volume
control.

Dual -Purpose Control
The volume control and on -off

switch are combined with one knob.
When mininmm volume is reached a
further slight turn to the left switches
off the set. Similarly, the first part
of the tuning of the knob to the right
switches on the set ; after that it
works as an ordinary volume control.

There are one or two preliminary
setting jobs to carry out before the
receiver is all ready to log stations.
So when you have made the external
connections, giving H.T.1 about 90

THE CIRCUIT
The high seleetirity which is a
feature of every well -designed
auperhet is further enhanced by
the use of a band-pass aerial cir-
cuit. Complete prevention of U.F.
finding its way into the L.P. end of
the set is effected by the Westeetor

its associated circuit.

a

volts, H.T. 70 to 80, and H.T.3 the
maximum of the battery up to 150,
proceed as follows.

Adjusting the Trimmers
Plug in the grid bias, this may quite

satisfactorily be 11 to 3 volts higher
than that normally recommended for
the small power valve used. Next set
the trimmers on the intermediate
transformers half -way across.

These trimmers take the form of
small levers fixed to the bases of the
transformers. There are two on each
transformer.

Put the wavechange switch to
medium waves and switch on. The
wavechange switch should be pulled
out for medium waves. The volume
control should also be set to maximum
by being turned fully to the right.

Now, if you slowly turn the oscil-
lator tuning you are almost bound to
hear a station. If you do not, move
the left-hand dial a little, and again
slowly rotate the oscillator dial.

Pick out a weak transmission, and
tune it in fully on both dials. You
are now in a position to set the trim-
mers.

First of all, deal with those of the
band-pass tuning condenser. Turn

VALVES
Make "Mixer" Oscillator 8.G. Driver

Cossor 220S.G. 210 Det. 2208.0. 220P.A.
or 215P.

Mazda 8.2152. L.210 5.215B. P.220
Mullard P.M.12A. P.M.2D.X. P.M.12A. P.M.2A.
Marconi S.22 L.210 or 8.22 L.P.2

L.2B.
Osram 8.22 L.210 or 8.22 L.P.2

L.2B.

THE " CLASS B' VALVES.
Tests with the "Bestector Super" were conducted
with a Cossor " Class B " valve, which is now on
the market, and types by Messrs. !dullard, Mazda,

Marconi and Osram will shortly be available.

(Please turn to page 106)
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WHEN summer conditions have
been in force for several weeks,
whilst the weather has not be-

lied the term, one. might expect to
find that foreign -station listening was
getting to be a problematical affair. But
so far the chief problem has been what
to select from all the good alternatives
going.

Even the simple sets are still
consistently roping in plenty of fine
programmes from the Continent.

* * *

Apart from stations like our Paris
friends, the Brussels Brothers (1 and
2, on 509 and 338.2 metres respec-
tively), Rome, Prague, F(..canip, and
such stalwarts, there has been excellent
reception from many of the rather
low -powered transmitters.

Italy, for instance, has been
strongly represented on many nights
by Bolzano-a little one-kilowatter,

on 368.1 metres. As this is a shared
wavelength, with three other stations
of greater power all using it, one might
have thought that Boizano's chances
of getting over to Britain were
infinitesimal ; but as a matter of
fact, his strength has been of the
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"listen -to -me" class, that simply de-
manded attention at times.

In addition to low -power long-
distance surprises, the dials have been
interesting for other reasons. We it ad
a spectacular catastrophe on 385
metres, owing to Radio -Toulouse
being burnt out by one of the worst

broadcast -station fires on record.
And there seems to be considerable
doubt, at the time of writing, as to
what is going to happen about
replacing this favourite station.

* * *

Then on 309.9 metres we have had
the supplanting of Cardiff by the birth
of the West Regional. The B.B.C.'s
tests from this station are being very
favourably received on the Continent.
In this country the new -comer cer-
tainly gets over well, and reports of
the reception in the true service area
indicate plenty of local satisfaction.

* * *

When the Regional programme has
completely taken over from the
Cardiff and Swansea transmitters, the
engineers will " fade-in " the West
National ; but this is a matter of
almost entirely local interest, because
the wavelength and programmes will
be identical with London National's.

* * *

On long waves Luxemburg has been
untiringly testing on 1,191 metres,
and listeners are watching for the new
Kalundborg, of which great hopes are
entertained. Even the Moscow
stations have been getting over,
strongly at times, which considering
the distance is a tribute to the radio -
entertainment possibilities of the
summer of 1933.

H.T.B. with G.B. for Q.P.P.!
SOME interesting new Pertrix H.T.

batteries have now been put
on the market by Britannia

Batteries Ltd., of 233, Shaftesbury
Avenue, London, W.C.2, for use in
conjunction with receivers employing
quiescent push-pull amplification.

In these a grid -bias battery portion
is included in the carton of the main
battery, but is not connected elec-
trically with the H.T. section. This
automatically ensures that you get
new G.B. with your new H.T., and
there are other special features which
will repay the reader who investigates
these attractive propositions.

For exact adjustment of voltage the
120 -volt battery, for instance, has
positive tappings at 50, 60, 641, 69,
75, 100, 110, and then at every 14
volts to maximum, the G.B. section
included in this carton being a
15-volter.

Full details of all the new Pertrix
lines can be obtained on application
to the above address.

For "Class B"
The special valves, transformers,

and so forth which are now being

********************
* POINTS FOR

PURCHASERS
Interesting details from mauuf!ie-
hirers about recent trade activities.

********************
made available for use with " Class
B " amplification are appearing on the
market with such success and rapidity
that it is not possible to refer to them
all in the very limited space at our
disposal.

Will interested readers therefore
accept the general notification that
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR adver-
tisements concerned with this latest
development are of special interest
to all who wish to keep right up to
date and participate in the most
modern methods of reproduction.

Interesting New Accumulator
In developing the new " Extralife "

accumulator, Ediswans have made
use of a new principle which they call
" balanced capacity." By special
design of the plates an exact electrical
balance is maintained between the
positive and negative elements of the
cell, which conserves the charge and
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prolongs the life even under adverse
conditions.

A range of these accumulators has
now been placed upon the market at
the same prices as for the ordinary
types.

On the Mains
If you are toying with the idea of

Mains -operation you will be glad to
know that the Heayberd Handbook
on Mains Equipment is available
to any reader who encloses 3d. in
stamps, the firm's address being
10, Finsbury Street, London, E.C.2.

This handy compilation is full of
diagrams, hints and practical technical
information for the owner of the
mains -driven set.

Dubilier Enterprise
The Technical Director of the

Dubilier Condenser Co. (1925), Ltd.,
Mr. Philip coursey-, has just sailed for
America to investigate the resistor
and condenser market there.

The firm is at present very closely
in touch with .the latest U.S.A. prac-
tice, but it was thought, that a personal
visit would assist forthcoming
development.
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The Couperin Bicentenary
SEPTEMBER 12TH will be the bi-

centenary of the composer
Couperin, and the B.B.C., to

mark the occasion, plans to put on a
special work in the Foundations 'of
Music series. Mr. Hely-Hutchinson
is organising the feature, and it. should
prove to he an excellent entertain-
ment..

Real v. Imaginary
The B.B.C. is working out a novel

idea for a feature programme. It is
simply this : conventions have
emerged covering the music of dis-
tant lands ; composers have idealised
and caricatured. Often the real music
is quite different. So the B.B.C. is
to put on a gramophone recital
contrasting the imagined with the
real.

Competition for No. 10
No. 10 Studio at Big Tree Wharf is

in keen demand. This is due chiefly
to the discovery that it is better
suited for vaudeville than any studio
in Portland Place. Hitherto it had
been taken for granted that No. 10
would be used only for symphony
work, particularly at the week -end.
But one vaudeville performance there
changed the situation.

First of all the artistes preferred it
as being both in itself and its sur-
roundings more like an ordinary

O music -ball. Then there is more room
for an audience. Also there is more
informality and intimacy.

So it is not surprising that Mr.
Sharman is hard after it for his star -
turn vaudeville shows. This has put
the wind up the Music Department,
who complain of grave congestion
interfering with week -end rehearsals.

Ltz
OLIN ir

IL, EWS
Topiral notes regarding British Broadcast-

ing Personalities and Programmes.

By Our
Special Correspondent

B.B.C. Music Library
The B.B.C. Music Library is being

rapidly developed, and soon will make
the B.B.C. practically independent of
all outside libraries. The latest step
in this direction was the assembling
of orchestral material for all the
standard non -copyright arias.

The Urge for Physical Jerks
Once again the request for early

morning broadcasting of physical
jerks is to the fore. It is eight years
ranee this subject first became acute

AMERICA'S BIGGEST

America's biggest transmitting "tube"
-a 200 hilooratter-is here being eon -
trusted frith one of the ordinary receiv-

ing type.

Then, as now. the B.B.C. takes cover
behind the Ministry of Health, which
thinks it is dangerous to put out
standardised exercises for listeners.

The objection is that certain exer-
cises are definitely injurious to many
people and that the harm of these
broadcasts might easily outweigh
their value. This is the purist medical
view.

Somehow, I think the B.B.C. is
over -cautious. England is about the
only country in the world which has
no broadcasting of physical exercises.
Let's not be quite so subservient to
bureaucratic objections for once.

I am sure a " daily dozen " broad-
cast would be enormously popular,
and I would risk the casualties.

Fredrich Wuhrer
This great pianoforte artiste will

appear in the programmes early in
July.

Sir Henry Wood in 1935
The Prom Season of the year 1935

is to be something " extra special,"
for it will mark the fortieth year
of Sir Henry's conductorship. The
B.B.C. is already planning a gigantic
festival to do honour to Sir Henry
Wood awl to beat all previous Prom
records.

The world will be scoured for star
artistes, and the season probably will
he extended at both ends. Incident-
ally, the next Parliamentary Com-
mittee of Enquiry into the B.B.C.
will he sitting simultaneously to
recommend what is to happen at the
end of 1939 when the B.B.C. licence
lapses.

Those Orchestra Sections
There is a movement afoot to per-

suade Dr. Adrian Boult to re -name
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B.B.C. News -continued

the various sections of the B.B.C.
Symphony Orchestra. It may be
remembered 'that last year there was
a similar movement to give the whole
orchestra a new title, and I believe
any really bright suggestion would
then have been found acceptable.
Now, however, any departure from
the title " B.B.C. Symphony Or-
chestra " would find but little favour.

As for " Section A," " Section E,"
and so on, I imagine any change would
be welcomed in most quarters, and
not the least by listeners, who, gener-
ally speaking, are quite in the dark
as to the constitution of these various
sections of the main orchestra.

What is wanted is something which
will indicate the type of orchestra ;
something original. y Dr. Boult cannot
be expected to worry about such a

I pointed out to them that, despite
being overworked," the orchestra
was already recognised as being
among the finest in the world ; and
while they modestly admitted this
fact, they held to the opinion that
they were, as `hey called it, " over -
schooled."

B.B.C. and Moscow
Mr. Vernon Bartlett, the B.B.C.'s

Foreign Affairs Correspondent, has
for very obvious reasons cancelled his
visit to Moscow, and is proceeding
direct to the Balkans from Poland.

At the time of the political trouble
between Britain and the Soviet the
B.B.C. was actually making final
arrangements for Mr. Bartlett to
broadcast to British listeners direct
from Moscow, and, in addition, we

RADIO COMES TO THE RESCUE

then the Milford Haren fishing centre was put out of telephonic col tttttt inication with
alter parts of the country, short -ware radio stepped into the breach and enabled the

orders to be dealt with. This is the operator at the Swansea end.

trifle, but I know him well enough to
feel certain that if a suggestion is put
up to improve the popularity of his
crchestra without. affecting his actual
musical policy, no feelings of con-
servatism will prevent him from
adopting it.

Hard -Worked Musicians
Incidentally, sonic of the members

of the Symphony Orchestra were
telling me that they consider them-
selves the most hard -worked orchestra
in the world. For one thing, they
contended that the orchestra made too
many public appearances, including,
of course, studio broadcasts ; and,
in addition, there are those rehearsals
upon which Dr. Boult is so insistent.

listeners were to have been treated
to some " Red " music.

Such broadcasts, if they could have
been pulled off without trouble,
would have cinisiderably strengthened
the goodwill between the B.B.C. and
the Soviet broadcasting authorities
at a time when close co-operation
between the two organisations is just
becoming vitally important.

In the autumn the B.B.C. will have
to conduct some very delicate ne-
gotiations with Russia on the question
of wavelength allocation and inter-
ference between stations. It is all
the more unfortunate, therefore, that
Mr. Bartlett, in his official capacity
as a B.B.C. representative, should
have been unable to break the ice by
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a friendly visit to Moscow this
summer.

Derby Dialogues?
A running commentary on the

Derby this year is due to be carried
out in very much the same style as
it has been year after year. Why
can't we have something original ?

To begin with, I should like to
hear something about the Derby two
or three days, or even a week,
before it is run. Arouse listeners'
interest ; make them eager to hear
the running commentary, and have
them primed up with information
and interesting facts about the race
itself, the horses, jockeys, owners
and trainers.

In the case of the Grand National,
listeners only heard of the race for
the first time a few minutes before
the race was run, and I suppose a
similar silence will be observed on
the l)erhv until the relay from Epsom
is actually started.

One will find that the newspapers
are already discussing the most
important racing event of the year,
and it seems almost incredible that
no 'one should think fit to make
it a topic for the microphone. Why
not, for instance, let listeners hear a
little informal conversation in one
of the big clubs, Derby dialogues or
Derby chats, or something ?

The Admiral and the Union
This may be Admiral Sir Charles

Carpendale's last attendance at a full
Spring meeting of the International
Broadcasting Union in his capacity
as President. Sir Charles, who, of
course, is Controller of the B.B.C.,
has been President of the Union
since its inauguration .five or six
years ago, and is held in great esteem
by the broadcasting authorities of
every European country.

It seems inevitable that the Admiral
will resign from the B.B.C. at the
end of the year. and there is little
doubt that he will endeavour to leave
the Union before then.

Sir John Reith is, however doing
his utmost to persuade his friend,
the Controller, to remain ; but since
the retiring age of sixty has been
fairly rigidly enforced in the B.B.C.,
there is no reason to hope that the
Admiral-always a stickler for the
observance of rules-is likely to
agree to a concession in his own case.
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IMPROVING
Ike DETECTOR

The advent of flee highly -sensitive S.G. receiver has brought in its wake
new problems which hare to be overcome. he this interesting article our
contributor, Mr..1. English, describes the effects of 11.1o. leakage and SitOlf'S

how easily it y be remedied.

ARADIO " disease," to which
receivers with a sensitive H.F.
stage are particularly suscepti-

ble, is that form of instability which
only breaks out when the receiver
is fully tuned to a transmission.

FOR R.C. COUPLING

When an It.('.stage. ' Gately follows
the detector it is advisable to insert au
11.1''. stopping resistance (R) and a small

by-passing condenser (C').

Curiously enough, the stronger the
latter the more pronounced the
trouble.

There are varying degrees of this
" disease," which is not due directly
to instability in the H.F. stage itself.
It may be a slight distortion of speech
or music, more likely a burbling sound
mixed up with the latter, an inter-
mittent H.F. oscillation, or, in its
most chronic form, a violent slow-

Speed oscillation.

Characteristic Symptoms
Other characteristic symptoms are

that the receiver is completely stable
when not tuned to a transmission,
while the distortion or instability can
be reduced and often eliminated by
lowering the amplification of the H.F.
stage or by weakening the input from
the aerial.

In whatever form it appears, this
kind of trouble is sufficient to render
the receiver useless for either local of

distance reception, and unless you
know the cause of the trouble and
how to put it right, it can cause you
quite a lot of annoyance and dis-
appointment.

Now the real seat of the disorder is
not in the H.F. side of the receiver,
as might at first be supposed, but in
the detector stage itself, particularly
so when this is followed by a resistance -
capacity coupling. When the receiver
is fully tuned to a station, there is an

A GOOD CHOKE NECESSARY

The use of a good 11.1. choke in the
detector anode circuit is a great help in
prerenting high -frequency currents leak-
ing into the L.F. stages. This applies to
all classes of sets. but it should also be
remembered that transformer -coupled
L.P. amplifiers are not so susceptible to
R.F. leakage as are those of the resist-

ance -capacity type.

excessive leakage of H.F. past the
detector into the L.F. stages, where
it is further amplified, often to quite
an alarming extent.

Consequently there exists a powerful
H.F. potential spread over the output
end of the set, whence it may be
back -coupled partly through the H.T.

7.5

supply and partly through such stray
couplings as the capacity between
aerial and loudspeaker leads, to the
H.F. stage. Thus is set up the H.F.
instability and 14.F. choking which
causes the trouble.

Whenever you run into such a spot
of bother as this, you can easily prove
for yourself that the detector is the
Cause of all the trouble by this simple
experiment. Connect a .001-mfd.
fixed condenser across the detector
anode and filament, when complete
stability results, unlesi; the H.F.
leakage trouble is particularly acute;
but even then a marked improvement
is noticeable.

A Satisfactory Remedy
This is not a satisfactory cure,

however, because this shunt condenser
causes considerable loss of the high
notes at the same time. The only
satisfactory remedy here is some form
of H.F. filter without appreciable
effect on reproduction..

The ILK choke and differential
reaction condenser of the ordinary
detector circuit acts as a rudimentary
H.F. filter. This alone is not sufficient

THE PARALLEL -FEED METHOD

lithe remedies outlined for R.C. coupling
are inadequate, the expedient of changing
over to parallel -feed transformer -coup-

ling may be tried.
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Preventing Post -Detector Leakage

to overcome instability clue to post -
detector H.F. leakage, but you .can
make it more effective by the addition
of a small by-pass condenser where
this is not already provided, together
with the insertion of a fixed resistance
in the lead to the grid of the next
valve.

Try a "Canned" Valve
This " stopping " resistance, if not

greater than ft megohm, causes prac-
tically no loss of volume or quality,
while effectively restraining H.F.
energy from reaching the L.F. side.
Where the detector is transformer -
coupled this resistance alone is
generally sufficient to cure the trouble
unless the receiver has a severe attack
of the " disease."

In such cases the effect of improving
the post -detector H.F. filtering must
be assisted by isolating the H.F. stage
from any remaining back -coupled
H.F. leakage. Your coils will, of
course, be of the modern screened

BACK
TO

BACK

The push-pull
detector referred
to in the article.

type, and your S.G. a metallised
valve.- If - not; try the effect of-

" canning " this valve-it is well
worth while.

The H.T. supply to the anode
circuit of the S.G. valve should also
be properly decoupled. Just a 1,000 -
ohm resistance. in series with the
H.T.+ lead with a 1-mfd. condenser
shunting the valve side of the resist-
ance to L.T.- is all you require.

USING A DIODE

'part front the conventional methods
of detection, there ix much to be said for
he push-pull and diode schemes front

the st !point of post -detector B.F. leak-
age. The push-pull detector (left) is
' self -filtering," and does not require

special treatment. The diode needs a
first-class 111.F. choke-in some eases
two chokes in series may be used-and a
small by-passing capacity as shown.
The photograph shows the application of
the diode to the superheterodyne circuit.
in which it f lions particularly well as a

second detector.

If you are using R.C. coupling after
the detector and still get H.F.
instability, after trying such remedies
as those described above, why not
change over to the more modern
shunt -fed transformer coupling ? This
change in itself is very likely to effect
a complete cure, with a gain in
amplification and still retaining high
quality reproduction.

Push -Pull Detection
Those of you who have a liking for

experiment will find considerable
interest in the possibilities of push-
pull detectors. Here we use two
detector valves working " back to
back " from a single coil input, their
output circuits being coupled in
parallel to the next valve.

When both valves are properly
balanced, the B.F. currents in each
detector anode circuit are exactly out
of phase, and thus cancel out. Con-
sequently there is no need for a post -
detector H.F. filter, and no H.F.
energy to leak into the L.F. side,
there to become dangerous. This is
certainly a type of detector stage
worthy of more attention in the
future, especially for inclusion in
super -sensitive receivers.

MOST constructors are aware
that, for the very best repro-
duction, it is necessary to

mount a moving -coil loudspeaker so
that its diaphragm is in the centre of
a large bailie board.

Although the need for this expedient
is almost universally recognised, it is
not always so well known why the
baffle improves reproduction. Ignor-
ance of the principles involved often
leads experimenters to employ baffles
when they are not needed and to use
unsuitable materials in their con-
struction.

It is the low notes only which are
affected by using a baffle.

Musical notes, like radio waves,
have wavelength. Bass notes (low
frequencies) possess relatively long

********************
WHY BAFFLE THE

LOUDSPEAKER ?
4 It is important to employ an
,g adequate baffle for good dug -
,v coil reproduet .

Otk*******************
waves, while the upper end of the
musical scale  works on compara-
tively short waves.

The diaphragm of the loudspeaker,
of course, radiates sound waves into
the listener's room and does so.froni
both of its sides.

Since one side of the diaphragm is
" pushing " while the other is

pulling," it will be readily appre-
ciated that the waves produced by
the front will be of a sort which
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would " cancel out " those emitted
by the back if they were allowed to
intermingle. Such intermingling does
occur, but only with the low notes.
So we use a large area bailie which
prevents " back radiation " from
mixing with " front radiation."

Where the high notes are con-
cerned the wavelength is only a
matter of inches, so the diaphragm
itself acts as a very efficient baffle.

Low notes, on the other hand, have
wavelengths of feet and even yards,
so a large bailie area, extra to the
diaphragm, is required to effect separa-
tion.

The bailie itself must not radiate,
but it will be " driven " by the
diaphragm if it is not rigid. Thick
baffles are rigid but not essential.
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IHAVE just been listening to a
bunch of radio plays-three in
one night seems a pretty good

dose. I was particularly interested in
one which is by a colleague of mine.

It is refreshing if a little surprising
to find that wireless men possess
interests outside radio. My own pet
recreation is novel-writing-if a couple
of fairly successful novels is sufficient
justificr.tion for the claim. I have even
been asked by Universal Pictures if
I'm prepared. to sell the film rights of
a story.

I may get to Hollywood yet !-
and chat rejoicings would go up from
Messrs. Frank, Enchain, Blake,
and my other enemies. Watford,
St. Helens, Chorlton-cum-Hardy
and Papplewick would go gala.

Work in Hand
But lunches with Clara Bow

and tea-parties with .loan
Crawford are not very likely.
Writing non -technical matter is a
spare -time hobby, but I haven't
had any spare time lately, and this
summer is going to be busier than
ever for me.

I am writing a very comprehensive
book on modern wireless methods--
the first wireless book I have written
for about seven years. There are also
some important sets undergoing ex-
perimental tests. It will be very hard
to beat the success of the " S.T.300 "
and " S.T.400."

I think there have been more letters
of appreciation for the " S.T.400" than
for any set ever published in a wireless
paper, and I wish to thank each and
every one of my correspondents.

There have been a few squeals, of
course ; but out of the huge number
of " S.T." sets built, one expects a few
failures. But I believe in publishing
squeals as well as appreciations. This
is very unusual, of course, but a
hushing -up policy does not appeal
to me.

Looking Forward
The future for home constructors

scents to me to be very bright, but
the last year has shown that the public
is becoming more discriminating and
thinking more than once before build-
ing a set.

out! filimmumnimimmimintilitimmititimitimummiumnitmlitiv

Informal and provocative, as usual, f,
E- Mr. John Scott -Taggart deals this LI

 month with a wide variety of diverse 7E.

 and interesting topics ranging from -a
spare -time hobbies to speed -cops. E.
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We are going back to the system
Of " following " the designs of well-
known designers, and it is a curious
fact that widely -built sets are in-
variably the product of designers of
many years' experience.

Giving Youth a Chance
As a matter of fact, I know of no

really popular set developed by a new
designer. This, I think, is a great pity.
Young blood (by which.l really mean
new blood, since few of us are eligible
for the old -age pension) should be
encouraged.

But no, the old gang still cling to
their power. I suppose I am the oldest
gangster of them all, and after giving
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the public six years' rest I find my sets
far more successful than they were
before.

Clever young designers have been
tried by the wireless papers-I have
given several their chance, myself-
but the old gang seem to be irre-
movable.

The public, of course, is to blame.
They will not " chance their arm."
The unknown designer remains un-
known, and we old fogies cling to our
jobs with gnarled fingers:

However, some of us try to arrest
.

the development of sclerosis of the
inventive faculties, and the future for

the home constructor is most
promising.

Important Developments
A year ago, dismal Cas-

sandraa were prophesying the
end of progress, and yet to -day
the home -constructed model
could leave the average manu-

factured set standing.
The new Ferrocart coils, the Wes-

tector and" Class B " amplification are
examples of developments which tend
to render obsolete most existing sets.
Especially important is " Class If" and
C.P.P. amplification, because the
battery user can now outstare (and
shout down) the mains -valve snob.

Just when home constructors' de-
signs are becoming stereotyped, some-
one or something comes along and
new life is given to the greatest of all
hobbies. It has always been like that
and will probably remain so.

Talking about wireless drama, why
is it the B.B.C. should put over such
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Television in the News Again

gloomy plays as " Macbeth " and the
tragedy of " Agamemnon " on
Sundays ? These gory entertainments
are certainly not calculated to
brighten the Sabbath.

But to make a Sunday programme
at all light and enjoyable " would
offend religious susceptibilities." The
B.B.C. can make us weep or yawn on
a Sunday, but they must not make us
laugh !

Dialling Relaxation
It must be infuriating to some

people that one can turn the dial or
dials a few degrees and obtain the
programme which can make of Sun-
day a day of relaxation, not of morbid
misery.

Ultimately, foreign programmes
will force the hand of the B.B.C., but
for the piesent Portland Place is

certainly continuing to play for

safety.
Sir John Reith is so right in not

giving us what we want that he may
be right in this matter of Sunday
programmes. But I think that on the
whole the B.B.C. err on the Calvin-
istic side.

Pandering to Puritans
As regards plays which " cleanse

the heart with pity and terror," these
are obvious sops to the puritanical.
Drama is approved for Sunday dif-
fusion provided it is both classical and
tragic.

The Puritans, as everyone knows,
stopped the practice of bear -baiting
not because it was cruel, but because
it gave pleasure to the (" human ")
participants.

The B.B.C., for similar reasons,
veto light Sunday programmes. We
might enjoy them.

Television is in the news again.
Sam Goldwyn, of Hollywood, be-

lieves in it, says it is imminent, that
it will affect the cinemas, but not the
producers (including Sam Goldwyn).

As one of the very few Californians
who have both made money and kept
it, Sam is worth listening to. The
head of Philco has also listened
to him, but disagrees. In fact,
Mr. Samuel Goldwyn " has gone
completely off the deep end."

Television at a Price
Philco's, apparently, are satisfied

that they can produce a perfect
television receiver, but it will be

at least eighteen months before any
sane financier can he interested in
television, and then it is estimated
that the price of sets will be between
£350 and £500.

" If Mr. Goldwyn is getting ready to
back a television venture and if he
wants to lose his shirt, well, it 'is his
own shirt ! In the meantime, the
publication of his optimistic views is
doing incalculable injury to both the
cinema and the radio industry."

Perfection Next Year
This cold douche is all to the good,

but Philco exaggerate the effect of
television optimism. We are all
as hard-boiled as half-hour eggs.
As for losing shirts, it is the public
that normally indulges in this practice.

CARLOS INKSTRAIN

Here is a photograph of Carlos. who, to
use his own uvwds, is " spying the inlet
oohing for the Merman steamer
Cressado,' t d from Lirerl 1,

containing the wireless apparatus."

The suggested price of £350 for a
television viewer may startle one, but
I prefer such an estimate to the
confident speculations about the t15
set which will give perfect results
next year.

In my opinion, however, television
will never be a commercial proposi-
tion unless the sets cost less than
£100. A figure of £40 would give
television a chance, but nearly perfect
results must be obtainable.

I refuse to believe that a public
nourished on the high technical
standard of the films will lap up an
inferior imitation. Television has a
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steeper hill to climb than had broad-
casting.

There's Money In It
Any sort of a noise was gOod enough

in the early days of radio because
the only standard of Comparison was
a gramophone of indifferent quality.
But television will always be com-
pared with the " talkies," and until
it can put up a comparable show the
less ballyhoo the better.

I firmly believe in the future of
television, because there is going to
be a lot of money made out of it.
But for a few years more, money
sunk in television uncertainties is
going to go down the jolly old sink.

* * *

An Apology ! Captain Browne,
R.N., thinks my reference to him as
a gallant reader does not compensate
him for my having split his infinitive.

A Seat in the Park
Captain Browne says : " I did not

say ' to fitly symbolise,' although I
may have written that if you wore
side whiskers it would fitly symbolise
a push-pull stage in your latest set."

As I am writing this on a 2d. seat
(yes, I've just paid) in Hyde Park
(it is 2.40 p.m., by the yav), I am
unable to look up the original letter.

Even the annoying passage of a
football over my head will not urge
me out of my seat until the lights
twinkle in the Regal Cinema, whip i

looks very regal with a multi -coloured
picture of George Arliss, as a king,
on the facade.

Letter from Portugal
[1 feel a certain proprietorial right

in Mr. Arliss, having travelled arer
thousand miles across America sit-
ting next to him in the train.]

Darn that football : it whizzed
two inches past my ear, just then.

* *

Well, if here isn't a letter Iron
good old Carlos, of Portugal ! And
a photograph of the old chap ! I
see he has written at the back of the
photograph (reproduced herewith)
that it is an illustration of him
" spying the inlet looking for the
Ellerman steamer Cressado, bound
from Liverpool, containing the wireless
apparatus."

I certainly seem to have treated
Carlos badly. I still have the silver

(Please turn to page 106)

- _ -
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Making a Seven -Pin Valve
Holder

P the old days of wireless we
used to make our own valve
holders ; but, then, we made

most of the parts that we used, not
even excluding low -frequency trans-
formers and variable condensers.
What new -corner to wireless, I wonder,
would tackle the task of putting
12,000 turns of spider -web wire on
to the secondary of a transformer,
or that of assembling several dozen
fixed and moving vanes into the
-001-mfd. variable condenser that
was the ordinary thing in those days?

There is no reason, though, why
anyone should jib at the task of
making, a seven -pin valve holder for
"Class B" and other modern valves.
It is a very simple business once you
know how to set about it, and it does
not take long. Marking out accurately
the drilling centres of seven pins
would certainly not be too easy if
such a thing had to .be done, but
there is no need to bother about
anything of the kind. The easiest
method of finding the drilling centres
is that illustrated in Fig. I, where the
valve is made to act as its own
template.

The Valve as Template
Here is the way in which it is done.

Take a piece of thick paper and
wrap up in it tightly the piece of
ebonite which you are going to use
as your valve -holder base. Arrange
the wrapping so that you have a
smooth, flat surface covering what
is going to be the upper side of the
holder.

Damp your paper to soften it ;
then take the valve, see that it is
fairly and squarely in the middle,
and press it down hard so that its
pins indent the paper. With a lead

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

A PRACTICAL
MAN'S
CORNER

By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.
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=E5 Into these pages, mouth by month.
E our contributor packs a wealth of E

practical information anti advice =
Eon constructional work. The re- ;.-7.gular reader of this " Corner " Fr.

E.. cannot help picking up a more
or less complete training in radioE
workshop practice. while every F_
month there are wrinkles to read,
gadgets to make, and hints to

help you.

Fimiiiimummumummnimuntimiiiiiimminifing
pencil, dot each of the dents carefully.
You will now have no difficulty in
marking with a centre punch the
drilling centres of the seven holes,
punching, of course, through the
paper into the ebonite beneath.

Completing the Holder
For the base of the valve holder,

a piece of +-in. or II -in. ebonite is

FINDING THE CENTRES

The valve is made to act as its men tem-
plate, the pins being pressed firmly m
the damped lamer so that the drilling

points are clearly marked.

required, which may be either 2 in.
square, or circular in shape and 2
in. in diameter. Use very small, ,
thin valve legs, such as those em-
ployed for making 6 -pin coil holders.
These have usually 6 B.A. shanks.
Make sure that they are 6 B.A. by
tryin!, a nut on to them, and then
make the holes with a No. 42 Morse
drill.

No. 44 is actually the correct size
for ti B.A. tapping, but this is rather
a tight fit. and No. 42 allow4 a good
thread to be made in ebonite. (Should
they he 5 B.A., you will require a
No. 39 or No. 40. drill, whilst for
4 B.A. a No. 33 is the 'right size.)
Tap your holes and screw in the valve
legs with a soldering tag, preferably
of the shake -proof pattern, beneath
each.

Arrange the tags so that they are
well separated from each other, as
shown in Fig. 2, then drill a 6 B.A.
clearance hole (No. 33) through
each, and through the ebonite.
Countersink all of these holes deeply
on the underside. Insert a Fin.
6 B.A. screw into each, tighten
down with a hexagon nut, and then
run on a terminal nut. You have then
your seven valve pins connected to
seven terminals by means of soldering
tags. Should soldering tags not be
available, use little strips of copper,
brass or any suitable metal which is
available.

A Home -Made Drill Gauge
If you don't possess a drill gauge,

I strongly advise you to make one
for all the drills in your possession,
whether they are few or many.
It is an easy job, and one which is
very well worth while, as we will see
in a moment. All that you need to
make it with- is a piece of fairly hard
sheet metal of any kind not less than
about,* in. in thickness.
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A Practical Man's Corner --continued

Begin by looking out your stock
of drills, and arrange them in ascend-
ing order of size. We will suppose
that there are nine, ranging from
No. 40 Morse to 1 -in. In that case
a rectangular piece of metal about
3 in. in length and 1 in. in
width will be just what is wanted.
Scribe two straight lines along the
whole length of the piece of metal,
as shown in Fig. 3.

Care Necessary
On the upper line mark the

centres for the five smallest drills,
and on the lower the centres for the
four biggest. Having punched the
centres, take each drill in turn and
run it through the metal, being very
careful to go straight and not to let
the drill wobble. You can, if you like,
scratch in the drill -size against each
hole with the point of a scriber, but
this is not absolutely necessary.

Suppose that you want to make a
hole through a screen that will be
just a comfortable fit for the systoflex

READY FOR USE

The finished valve holder consists of
seven valve legs connected to their re-
spective terminals by means of solder-

ing tags.

c)wring of a lead. Take a piece of
the systoflex and try it in the holes
in your plate until you find the one
which is the best fit ; then find the
drill which fits the hole and use that.

The same procedure will enable
you to make tight-fitting holes for
screws, terminal shanks, spindles, the
bushes of components and so on.
Once it is made, the drill plate saves
a great deal of time and makes for
neat, tidy work.

Repairing a Potentiometer
Most of us, I suppose, have ex-

perienced that exasperating piece of

trouble, a break in the windings of a
wire -wound potentiometer. It seems
a pity to discard a comparatively
expensive component without making
some attempt at repairing it, and, as
a matter of fact, the break can often
be mended successfully if you are

FOR THE WORKSHOP
SeRhstrocINEs

-4- --.4- -
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P16.3.
When the drilling centres hare beet
narked, the different sized holes are
node, care being taken not to let the
trills wobble. A gauge of this time trill
be found most useful in constructional

work.

prepared to take a little trouble over
the job.

The wire is so tightly put on to the
former that as a rule only one or
two turns come adrift when a break
occurs. Firid the ends, and, at the
sacrifice, if necessary, of 'a turn or two,
twist. them together tightly as shown
in Fig. 4, scraping them very gently
with the point of a small penknife
before twisting. The next process is
to solder the joint, and unless you
possess a very small soldering iron,
it is best to make a special tool for
this purpose. A useful pattern is
illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fine Soldering
It consists, as will be seen, of nothing

more than a piece of stout copper
wire pushed into a hole in an ordinary

QUITE EASILY MADE

A special ,"iron" suitable for fine wire
's readily made with the aid of a length
tf stout stopper wire and a cork. The end
of the wire is brought to a point and

carefully tinned.

bottle cork. If you do not possess
any copper wire of big enough gauge,
you can purchase a piece or a short
length of or I -in. copper rod
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at any ironmonger'!} for a penny
or so.

Bring the wire or the rod to a
point, and tin this in the ordinary
way. You will then be able to solder
the joint in the broken wires without
much difficulty. Whatever you do,
use a flux of a non-acid type or cor-
rosion may wreck your potentiometer
within a comparatively short time.
Having nude your joint, cut the ends
of the wires off short, dress the
soldered joint with shellac or a drop
of stove enamel, and tuck it neatly
away. The potentiometer will prob-
ably be as good as ever when the job
has been done.

Repairs to fine broken wires arc,
as a general rule, actually much easier
than they look. The most ticklish
one that I ever undertook concerned

DON'T SCRAP IT!

A wire -wound potentiometer can often
be repaired by twisting the broken ends
of the trire together and soldering them

with a very small soldering iron.

a break in the windings of an
aperiodic H.F. transformer wound
with No. 47 single silk -covered wire,
which is finer than a human hair.
At first sight the job seemed im-
possible, but the transformer was an
expensive one, and desperate diseases
demand desperate remedies.

A watchmaker's " eyeglass " had
to be used to enable the wires to be
seen at all, but they were successfully
soldered, and the transformer was
perfectly satisfactory after the repair.
Nothing venture, nothing have,. is as
good a motto in the wireless Workshop
as in most other places.

YOU WILL SAVE MONEY-
if you take advantage of the econ-
omy hints in " The Wireless Con-
structor." Many a reader has found
that the practical ideas in one
sixpenny number have saved pounds

of unnecessary expense.
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CORRECT playing-spec.1 matter
of paramount importance in
radiogram The best

of recordings reprodlic...1 on the
hest of machines will he ruined;

., ional character and quality
go, if ication is not paid to the
speed of i!. playing.

Facts such as this are universally
realised by all radiogram enthusiast
There is. indeed, no need for me to
labour the point. There are three
methods of ascertaining a radiogram's
playing -speed.

The first is to count the actual
revolutions made by the turntable in,
say, half a minute, and then multiply
by two. This method will givi you
roughly the turntable 15e551 (It yoar
machine. I feel bound ...v.
that it is not entirlv no
matter how careful vou Ise with
Vs H' counti

There iir. 1 1- t..., rm  ,00d
11:,1 at the

SINGLE SPEED

those reho have s eon 11.se 1

Stria...W.1re 111Se to deter ))) ) thf (IWO-
1.11,111. speed. to Ii,, cuse of the disc sl a

obove, the 1111114: HOC, Oppelll to be st11-
ti tttt aril at SO r.p.m.. provided the I1111111

has it periodicity of 50 eyeles.

PEE INTERS
adioArant

you desire to get the best results 11,11,1 1111. 1ee01115 you 11111 St see that yourturntable revolves of the liS11.1,111 s twos( . roof .onto simple methods of ilehierillf, this
01, IIIStI'thel 11 Lur

By J. F.

present dy. These ,

gets. as you are iirol.ahly
1)4'151 for I r Oct .11 II5 01 a prk.dple
similarto t dui a. I tutting thc
of it radi.,rani motor. In these :lit icles
a wci.....10 rcvolving around the turn-
table spindle is upon by centiii-
foal foce. and it s\VIII"', outward.
A pointer is attached. the pointer

hy the makers so

t' or below
i turntable is

th. correct !slaying speed.
strohoscopic method< of 1.1.-ierv11e0

th. periodic motion .51 ne..

USING A POINTER

CORRIGAN.
.\!) h.,1 1,y an ;111,,-

11;11irt., ivio. dues not give a -te,itl-
light all littn21) to our c imp:H.11i\ ely
in \ \ ap-
pears to he -te,Ialy- enough. In reality,
the illumination derived front the
lamp varies in its hrilliancy at twice
the frequency of the current.

The Usual Case
1-4111,1,,-... as is 1101V almost miiver-

sa H \ in this country, that your
A.( I 1.1) operate, upon a 50 -cycle

,s, This means that the
I. u i.. hented by the pos.:1k e

Lon,.n1 of the current -cycle. ex -
and heated by the

l'.. enrrent component e \-ery
Ill ond.

If \k take a stroboscopic disc,
11; .i x% bite lines or

11.1 1!;,ein,..!: it 011 1111'

uI s!' the
..t:In-I'Vs'is'

A WIL the line, or -et 'or:
it! ,!,}..,11- to
II! I lopsOr to 11111', i III I !!1.

Ili 111/11 Ili! ;ILI.: MO\ 1'-
111,1,1, or 0'2, 1,1!-I ding to
the aci 1.., s!...el of the

/.../ ii1)

(Poe method of finding the revolutions
per neilmetr is to fix!! pfljO1.1111lOtel by
the record toad to 1.111111, the anniabee of
times it passes a motele on the side Of the

cabinet.

are not new in principle, nut their
applicaluai to tl.e determination of

and turntable
spc-is k. maile youipara-
I \ V 14,..., _1111111.-,opic speed -

consist,. of a
Ili,.. of white earl wLicll i- ruled in
hlack and while -cciors.

A.C. Essential
The disc has a central

hole, and it tits ;he turntable spindle.
Tile radiogram motor is smiled up,
ilial the stroboscopic disc is oliserved
in I le light of an .A.1 1:111111.

:\ file that n ,tiobo.s( ,r;11 pot
ell rl' 151551 15'olit Itt 511/ "'oh 'sl's 0/5-
1Cl/1, Of,ti1
electe;, r. The reason for this we
shall see presently.

8L

MULTIPLE TYPE

stroboscope (Ilse huts lit ree //OP/
(hi cycle mains the tffee ring ague ov
III In Seta. .11 at S 1.11.1.: the otiddla
rain at :9 v.p.111.. I the biller 1 hill 01

SO 1..11.111.
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?ICK-UP HINTS
AND TIPS

SCM! interesting notes on rm. pro el ico r aspects
4' radiogram reprodoet ion.

OPINIONS vary greatly on how
long a needle should last.
But however strongly you

advocate the " one -needle -one -side "
principle, you must admit automatic
record changers call for long-playing
needles.

Since chromium, by its use on
motor -car radiators, became an
" everyday metal," new uses for it
have continually been found, and
among these its application to long-
playing gramophone needles.

Chromium needles are produced by
the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd.,
are inexpensive, and will play up to
thirty records.

Groove Length
The band of enthusiasts who pin

their faith in fibre needles, no doubt
mainly because of their record -saving
properties, will be interested in the
pick-up introduced specially for
" fibres." It is somewhat on the
expensive side, but that will not
deter those who prefer this type of
needle to all others.

And now, before leaving the sub-
ject of needles, do you know the
length of a record ? It certainly
sounds funny to talk of the length
of a circular object, but I refer to the
length of the groove if it were in a
straight line.

It has been calculated (although
I did not work it out myself) to be
about 220 yards for a normal ten -inch
record. Four minutes for the 220
yards-the needle is certainly no

record breaker!

Advising a Friend
Radiogram enthusiasts are often

supposed to be radiogram experts by
their friends. So here are a couple of
tips in case you are called in to advise
on the purchase of an instrument.

Test the motor for interference on
record reproduction in this way:
Switch over to " gram," turn the

By A. BOSWELL.

volume control to maximum and hold
the pick-up above the centre of the
turntable, just clear of the latter.

Note how much hum there is and
whether there is any crackling. Now
switch off the motor and listen again.
Any difference in the sound is due to
the motor. And, remember, crackling
is more likely to get worse than
better.

The second hint concerns needle -
scratch. Unless there is a tone control

RECORDS WORTH CONSIDERING

  
..

  
 
    

" Can You Spare a Dime P "
Bing Crosby .. .. Brunswick.

" Moon Song."
Kate Smith.. .. Brunswick.

" Piccaninnies' Heaven."
sack Hylton and his Band .. Deese.

" The Lord Mayor's Show."
Jack Payne and his Band.. Imperial.

" The Kid From Spain."
(Piano Medley).

Peggy Cochrane .. .. Broadcast.

" Boadicea March."
Played at Leicester Band Festival H.M.V.

" Look What You've Done."
Eddie Cantor .. Columbia.

" Playing With Fire."
Aeons Winn .. H.M.V.

"Skirts."
Billy Cotton and his Band .. Regal-Zono-

phone.

" What More Can I Ask ? "
Layton and Johnstone .. Columbia.

" Under Heaven's Blue."
Albert Sandler .. Columbia.

" In the Moonlight."
New Grosvenor Orchestra .. Regal-Zono-

Phone.

..

 
   
 

 
  
  
 

on the radiogram, don't be too
pleased if scratch is almost non-
existent. It may mean that most of
the higher frequencies are also non-
existent.

A heavy bass effect may appeal to
your friend at first. But the chances
are he will soon tire of it.

There is hardly a single star per-
former, dance -band or orchestra
heard oil the radio which has not
recorded some items. The pick-up
enthusiast who takes full advantage
of this is in a happy position.
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By the judicious oboice of records he
can put on a synthetic radio pro-
gramme containing all his favourites.
If the records are purchased without
being heard, they can be kept for
that night when a good programme is
specially wanted and the broadcast
items appear particularly dull.

An automatic record changer would
provide the finishing touch, but 1
wonder how many could keep the
records without being tempted to
" see what they are like " !

Warped Discs
Have you ever noticed how poor

the record broadcasts from foreign
stations are at times ? I was simply
amazed at one I chanced to hear the
other night.

True, the item was a national
anthem, and would get played a good
deal, which accounts for the bad
wear of the record, but that was not
all. Not only did the motor slow up
on heavy passages, but the waviness
of reproduction was obviously caused
by a warped record!

With insensitive pick-ups, and in
cases where a big output is wanted
from two stag -s, a high -ratio inter -
valve step-up transformer often sim-
plifies amplifier design.

The input transformer used for
Q.P.P. amplification has a ratio as
high as 1 to 8 or even 1 to 10. By
ignoring the centre tap such a trans-
former can he used as an ordinary
one. and worth experimenting with
if you have one on hand.

Straightening Hints
Writing about warped records re-

minds me of an item I had intended
mentioning - how they can be straight-
ened. Sonic people seem to imagine
a warped record is just as much done
for as a cracked one.

This is far from being the case.
Straightening a record is far easier
than repairing a cracked one, if

indeed the latter ma be accomplished.
Here's the " recipe." 'fake two

pieces of glass big enough to cover
the record, clean and polish thor-
oughly and lay aside.

Now warm ,the record. Holding it
by the edge between the fingers,
rotate it like a joint on a spit in front
of the fire".

Finally place between the sheets of
glass and weight with heavy books.
Remove when cool.

By the by-it's better to repeat
the process than to overdo it the first
time and distort the disc. Sometimes,
warming the glass as well proves
helpful.
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ELEcTRIcAL disturbances due to
the working of motors and
similar machinery are the

greatest bugbear of the town -dwelling
radio enthusiast ; he may possess the
most. selective and sensitive of re-
ceivers, but his range of reception
may he limited to the local stations
simply because, if the volume control
is advanced to a point when foreigners
should come rolling in, a crescendo of
crackles and bangs issues from the
speaker and effectively drowns any
programme which would otherwise be
received.

From time to time a mild outcry
has been raised against this particular
form of persecution, but it would seem

THE METHOD USED

The stopper consists of two chokes,
one in series with earls side of the D.C.
mains. 11.r. that passes through
the chokes is by-passed to earth rift the

1-mfd. condensers.

that legislation is necessary before
the trouble can be tackled at the
right end-i.e. at the source of the
disturbances.

The B.B.C., in conjunction with
the Post Office, has done much good
work in this field. but their hands are
tied as long as there are no means of
forcing the owners of electrical ma-
chinery to prevent that machinery
radiating H.F. energy.

Minimising the Trouble
Set owners must therefore make

the best of a bad job and make such
modifications to their installations as
are necessary to minimise the trouble.

Much more can be done at the
receiving end than is generally sup-
posed.

It is to be expected that sets opera-

ting from direct current mains will be
most affected since D.C. motors and
generators, using brushes and other
types of rubbing contacts, are. con-
stantly sparking and therefore genera-
ting H.F. energy, which will, of course,
be picked up on the aerial.

mummummummuiammuunamaansumaimmui:

HOW TO MAKE
A MAINS H.F. FILTER
By BERNARD BARNARD
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But it is not generally known that
a large amount. of " interference " is
introduced into the receiving set via
the mains themselves, and can there-
fore be rejected by a suitable arrange-
ment of H.F. chokes and by-pass
condensers.

Such an arrangement, which is here
described, allows the D.C. free access
to the set, but will not pass H.F.
currents, and " shunts " these away
from the receiver to earth.

ELIMINATING
" BACKGROUND "

When D.C. mains are employed there is
the possibility of II.r. energy being
picked up by the mains wiring and ma
causing bushy; 1 noises in the loud-
speaker. Fort tell), these unwanted
11.r. currents arc quite easy to keep out
of the set wiring by employing the

method described in this article.

It is not proposed to give details of
housing the components used in the
smoothing unit, as the space required
is very small and almost any dis-
carded wooden box or cabinet can
be pressed into service for the purpose.

The components required are as
follow :

One 2-mfd. fixed condenser, 500 -

volt test.
Two 1-nifd. fixed condensers, 500 -

volt test.
lb. (approx.) 22 -gauge D.C.C.

copper wire.
The wire is used for constructing

two H.F. chokes which should be
wound on a former about. 3 inches in
diameter, layer fashion, the turns

HOME-MADE CHOKES

Fig. 2.

Ste-us:qua Straw

&awn Afire
Susse.isruso

Suter

Oecaril Base OiCauntr c"*"2

The MP, chokes are set t with No. 2
gauge D.C.C. copper wire on a :1 -inch
diameter former, a sheet of good in-
sulating material separating the Imo

windings.

being secured by the simple method of
tying them together at several points
of the choke's circumference.

About 50 turns for each choke will
be sufficient and, although the exact
number of turns is not important, it
is advisable to make sure that they are
more or less identical in this respect.

Condenser Connections
Reference to the diagram on this

page will show how the two conden-
sers arc connected ; the 2-mfd. is
connected directly across the mains,
and also to one end of each choke.
The two 1-mfd. ccndensers are
joined together. One terminal (outer)
goes to the set and to 'the other end
of choke 1, the other outer terminal
being connected similarly to choke 2
and the set.
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Curing Interference on D.C. Mains-continued

The joined terminals on the (Tn.
densers should go to a good earth (if
possible an earth connection inde-
pendent of that used for the receiver),

The way in which the unit r'jects
the H.F. currents which form the

FOR USE INDOORS

The erection of an indoor loop aerial is
mint in eases where interference ix
sicked up by the normal aerial system.

" interference component " is roughly
as follows.

II.F. currents cannot readily pass
through the two chokes and will take
any easier path to earth which may
be open to them, such as via the
capacity of the mains ;- so that much
of the unwanted current is lost or
" by-passed " at this point. An addi-
tional 2-mfd. condenser may also be
joined as shown dotted in the diagram.

Insulation Precautions
Some will get through, however,

and this residue is effectively dealt
with by the two 1-mfd. condensers with
their earthed centre point.

The arrangement of the two chokes
can be seen from Fig. 2.

Take the precaution to interpose a
good sheet insulator between them,
however, as the insulation of the

wire is insufficient to withstand the
full mains voltage for any length of
time. A thin sheet of ebonite or
celluloid will serve very well.
' Having completed this simple con-
structional work, it is only necessary
to place the unit in circuit between
the mains point and the mains leads
from the set.

Suitable plugs and sockets for the
input and output ends of the unit are
shown in the accompanying diagram.

You may now switch on the set
and test out the smoothing unit. You
are sure to find an enormous improve-
ment, but the degree of success
attained varies considerably with
local conditions.

A
COMMER-
CIAL TYPE

.1 commercial
mains 11.1".
choke made by
Messrs. Wright
st Weaire. These
special chokes
are wound withwire of s b -
sleuths, gauge
since they may
be called upon to
carry the whole
of the current
taken by the set.

Unless you are very unfortunately
placed, a reduction of interference
level of at least 50 per cent may be
confidently expected.

In these circumstances you will
find that the remaining inter-
ference takes the form of loud rushing
ncises when the set is tuned to a dis-

THE COMPLETED FILTER UNIT

This diagram shows
the suggested ar-
rangement for thefilter unit. The
2-mfil. condenser
may not be needed in
every case, the mains
leads then going
direct to the chokes.
The two 1 -mid. con-
densers are essential
and are connected as
follows : (Me aide of
each of the (*yokes is
joined to one ter-
minal of each con-
denser. The remain-
ing t re o condenser
terminals are con-
nected together and

to earth.

taut station ; this is due to modu-
lation of the received carrier wave by
that part of the interference which is
picked up on the aerial.

The residual interference can he
greatly minimised by the use of a loop
aerial.

No Direct Earth
Such an aerial takes the form of a

vertical loop of wire, of largest possible
dimensions, one end of which is con-
nected to the aerial terminal of the
receiver and the other end to the
earth terminal ; no direct connection
to earth is made from the set.

Both indoor and outdoor loops are
shown in the sketches, and no diffi-
culty should i.e experienced in erecting
an aerial similar to one of these.

Obviously, with a loop aerial a
certain amount of sensitivity must be
lost, but, since the interference level is

WHEN SPACE IS NOT
LIMITED

Provided sufficient space is available an
outdoor loop aerial is to be preferred to
the indoor type. Such an aerie/ cons'stx
of an unbroken length of wire, one end
being joined to the aerial terminal of the
set and the other end to the earth

terminal.

reduced to a much greater extent, the
overall result is a considerable gain
where distant reception is concerned.

More Generous Lines
In conclusion, where electrical in-

terference is extremely severe it is
often of advantage to construct the
smoothing unit on more generous
lines and to install it close to the
electric light meter ; if this is -done,
H.F. energy will be prevented from
entering any of the lighting circuits in
the house, which will, of course, help
to reduce the interference which the
aerial picks up. Such an installation
should be carried out by a competent
electrician.
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QUESTIONS

Q. 24. Is an indoor or an out-
door aerial the better when there is
interference from mains, etc. ?

A. It is impossible to say definitely.
It depends on whether the outdoor
aerial would approach the source of
interference. Usually a large aerial
is desirable so as to get as big a
proportion of radio signals as possible,
but there is no definite rule.

Q. 25. What are the chief losses
in a tuned circuit ?

A. The losses are chiefly in the
inductance which may have a high -
frequency resistance of, say, 12 ohms
(on the medium waveband) as against,
say, 3 ohms for the variable condenser.
High -frequency resistance is caused
by eddy -current losses, skin -effect and
dielectric losses.

Eddy currents are stray unwanted
currents which are produced in the
metal of the wire by the magnetic
field produced by the H.F. currents.
Eddy currents are greater when thick
wire is employed.

Skin -effect is the name given to the
fact that H.F. currents travel on the
outside of wires, and not evenly
through the wire as do direct currents.
As a result only part of the metal is
usefully employed as a conductor.
To decrease the resistance due to
skin -effect a thicker wire is usually
employed. This unfortunately in-
creases the eddy -current losses, but
these are generally more than bal-
anced by the reduction of skin -effect.

Litz wire, which consists of a
number of fine insulated wires suit-
ably twisted together, reduces both
eddy currents and skin -effect.

Dielectric losses are due to the coil
former and the insulation on the wire.
Air -spaced coils would be ideal but are
only practicable for very short-wave
work. Actually, bakelite tube and

enamelled wire cause no appreciable
loss. Cotton -covered wire can be a
source of trouble owing to the
absorption of moisture. Even silk -
covered wire must be watched.

Q. 26. Why does a valve not pass
a large current when the H.T. is
connected ?

A. It is because the current
through a modern valve consists
purely of electrons which travel from
the filament (or cathode) to the anode.
Each electron is a bit of negative
electricity, and the stream of elec-
trons exerts a repelling effect on the
electrons leaving the filament.
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The science of radio is one that
-2: is still developing, and its whys
 and wherefores are full of interest.

In this exclusive feature all that
=.9 skill and ability which have -made

our contributor famous as an
a. expert radio consultant are
 placed at your disposal every
 month.

Even if your particular trouble
is not dealt with in this issue, you

.9_ cannot fail to appreciate the
characteristic enlightenment

 which Mr. Scott -Taggart brings
to every subject.
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A crowd can never leave a football
field all at once because those in front
get in the way of those behind. The
same applies to electrons. They hate
each other like poison and repel each
other since they are all negative. In
fact, in a valve, the electrons are
widely spaced. They " keep their
distance "-which is about 1/100th
millimetre. This is a wide separation
when one considers that an electron is
the smallest particle we know, and is
only about 4/1,000,000,000,000th of a
millimetre in diameter. Electrons on
their way to the anode are terribly
standoffish. If you and I went for a
walk and were as companionable as
electrons in a valve, do you know
how close to each other we should be ?
We should stroll along 1,000,000
miles (yes, a million miles) apart.

Is it any wonder that, although the
filament of a valve may give off 100
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S COTT-

TAGGA RT
amperes of electrons, the anode
current may be only 10 milliamperes ?

Q. 27. How can I test a 2-mfd.
condenser ?

A. Try for a short-circuit by con-
necting momentarily across your
accumulator. A spark would indicate
a direct short. Such a fault is
unlikely. For leakage test, connect
condenser across the full voltage of
your H.T. battery for a moment, and
then disconnect from H.T. The con-
denser should now be in a charged
condition. Short it with a piece of
wire ; a spark should be obtained as
the free end of the wire approaches
the other terminal. Charge up the
condenser again and leave for several
hours and repeat experiment ; if you
get no spark, it is likely that there is a
leakage inside. Make sure by repeat-
ing the test. A perfect condenser will
retain its charge, sometimes, for days.
A condenser with a slight leak will
cause some wastage of H.T. (in many
sets even with the receiver switched
off), but beyond the possibility of
noisiness it will usually not interfere
with the working of a set ; this is
because these large condensers are
usually placed in harmless positions.

Q. 28. I do not understand how
in your A.C. " S.T.400 " you obtain
sufficient H.T. voltage to work your
valves. Simple arithmetic shows
that the 250 volts supplied by the
mains transformer will be cut down
to 150 volts owing to the 2,000 ohms
of the field winding of the speaker.

A. Sorry, but your arithmetic is
too simple. The 250 volts from. the
mains transformer is the R.M.S. value
of the A.C. voltage. The peak voltage
is nearly half as much again, and the
D.C. voltage supplied by the rectifier
is nearer the A.C. peak voltage. The
voltage drop across field windings,
etc., was such as to produce the
potential on the anode of each valve.
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IFTEEN love," I cried, getting
in a magnificent swipe.

" Fifteen all," echoed the
Professor from the other end of the
lawn.

We were engaged not in the mere
tame pastime of whanging a ball over
a net, but in the far nobler sport
of wasp -tennis. In case you have
never indulged in it, let me explain.
Each player requires a racket. The
Professor and I had acquired ours
from Primpleson and Tootle, both of
whom were luckily out when u e called
in search of weapons. The game con-
sists in swatting wasps on the wing.
sitting shots not being allowed.
Every wasp killed is one up to the
slayer, scoring being as in tennis.
Anyone who gets stung loses the set.

A NEW SPORT!

4 ' ^449°N

" Both of us t hare put real beef
into our swipes There was a
horrible splintering of trood and l,canging

of breaking strings."

The game went forward at a mad
pace. We reached deuce for the
twenty-seventh time in the fifth and
deciding set, and for a moment there
was a complete lack of quarries. Then
a fine fat wasp zoomed over Inv head
and hovered above 1 he middle of the
lawn. The Professor and I were after
it like greyhounds after a hare. It
swooped towards ea ri h.

Squash Racquets
" Mine," I roared.
" Mine," screamed the Professor.
Both of us must have put real beef

into our swipes. The wasp, I think,
must have flown into a thousand
fragments. There was a horrible
splintering --of wood and twanging of
breaking strings.

" It would be better," I suggested,
" to get these back in their presses
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E This month the Professor turns
a" his attention to wasps, and evolves

a completely novel and "infallible"
method of destroying them. The
results from the Professor's stand- E

F.. point are somewhat unfortunate,
as " Wayfarer " points out. :=.
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before their owners return to their
respective homes. This will he a
perfect godsend to them, for the
Mystery Of The Spontaneous Shat-
tering Of The Rackets will give them
something to talk about for days."

Something Scientific
Having restored the rackets to their

owners, the Professor and I returned
to the garden of the " Microfarads,"
where we flung ourselves into deck -
chairs intending to seek refreshment
in strawberries and long glasses of
lemonade. Wasps, however, appeared
to regard our food and drink as gifts
sent to them by the gods. Within
five minutes we were in full flight for
the house.

" Look here," I said, " there must
be the father and mother of a wasps'
nest close by. They've got to he
exterminated. Surely with our unit:td
brains we can devise a new and in-
fallible method of so doing which
will be of the greatest service not only
to ourselves but also to readers of
THE WIRELESS CONSTRIXTOR. Some-
thing really scientific, of course. Now
how about bombarding them with
neutrons or googly electrons or cosmic
rays or something ? "

An Infallible Idea
" I have it," cried the Professor. He

threw himself into a chair, front vhich
he leapt almost before he had alighted,
with Toodles, Mrs. Goop's gigantic
tomcat, clinging, all claws, teeth and
angry screeches, to his southern aspect.
Detaching himself from the Professor,
after a dozen lightning short -arm jabs
to the mark, Toodles did five circuits
of the room at lightning speed with
every hair erect, fled through the
French window and ascended the
tallest poplar in about three bounds.
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" When you said that von had it,"
I inquired, " I take it that, von were
not, referring to Toodles ? "

Professor Goop sat down in another
chair, but rose hastily and leaned
against the mantelpiece.

" My idea," he said, " is something
completely novel and absolutely in-
fallible for the destruction of wasps'
nests. We, my dear Wayfarer, will
show the world how it may be done in
perfect, safety."

" And how," I asked, " do you
propose to do the deed "

You have doubtless read that
bacteriologists have discovered that
milk can he completely purified by
subjecting it to certain sound waves.

Shattering Microbes
"These waves have the effect of

literally shattering such microbes as
it may contain to atoms. All that we
have to do is to find the wavelength
which shivers the timbers of wasps.
We will then apply it via the wireless
set and the biggest loudspeaker that
we can borrow, and not one wasp will
be left to tell the tale."

It was clearly a magnificent con-
ception, and we started experimental
work at once. A basin of golden
syrup was placed close to the loud-
speaker, and as soon as a few wasps

TOODLES TAKES A HAND

" Ile threw himself into a chair, from
which he leapt almost before he had

alighted."
had collected we tried the effects of
various kinds of broadcasts upon
them in order to discover in a general
sort of way whether any of them con-
tained what journalists of the popular
press term the death ray.

It was proposed by me and seconded
by the Professor (after 1 had put in a
little persuasion with the help of an
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In Lighter Vein continued

earth tube that happened to be lying
handy) that he should remain in the
room to conduct the experiments,
whilst I stayed outside and closed the

41, window as soon as a satisfactory num-
her of wasps were assembled upon the
bait. I pointed out that mine was

0 by far the most dangerous post since
the number of wasps outside was
clearly infinitely greater than that
within.

There were seven in the first batch,
and the Professor tried them with
a topical talk. The whole seven
immediately left their feast and
stung him enthusiastically.

PROOF OF FINDING

" Edward Thigsnip was entrusted will
(he task of locating the nest. When he
reported half an hour later it was clear
that if nothing else had happened the nest

had certainly located him."

Having applied the blue -bag, we
decided that music should be tried.
Eleven wasps formed the audience
this time, and the Professor turned on
one of those super -wobbly contraltos
in which the B.B.C. seems to specialise.
A shudder ran through the frame of
every wasp. Then each deliberately
plunged its head beneath the golden
syrup and committed /;ari-kari.

The Plan of Campaign
The problem was obviously solved.
We rigged up at once a set deigned

for a 50 -watt -output, borrowed Sir
K. N. Pepper's Super-Bullroarer loud-
speaker and determined to do the
deed that very evening. Meantime,
Edward Bugsnip, the Professor's
gardener,. was entrusted with the task
of locating the nest. When he reported
half an hour later it was clear that if
nothing else had happened the nest
had certainly located him, for he
seemed to have bumps and tender
spots all over. He had marked it, he
assured us, with a large white stick,

0 and how it had marked him needs no
description of mine. '

Our plan of campaign was simple.
It was decided-and here again the
earth tube had played its part -that
the Professor should operate the

receiving set and the loudspeaker
close to the nest, whilst I, seated in hiS
Baby Forced -in saloon, should direct
a spotlight upon the scene of action.
Mine, as I explained quite clearly to
him, was plainly the post of danger,
since any insects not stunned by his
loudspeaker would he attracted by my
light.

Zero Hour
As soon as it was dark the little car

was moved into position and the
Professor proceeded to erect his
apparatus within a few inches of the
mouth of the now quiescent nest.
Large howls of golden syrup were
provided for massed suicide on the
part of the wasps, and anxiously we
waited the zero hour of 10.15 p.m., at
which time the wobbliest of all
contraltos was billed to burst into
song from the London Regional.
Carefully I directed my spotlight upon
that small but important hole in the
ground. Equally carefully I saw that
all the doors of the car were firmly
shut and all the windows completely
closed.

My eyes were focussed upon the
clock, my right ear and both my lips
were focussed upon the telephone
which connected me with the Pro-
fessor.

Ten-fourteen-ten-fourteen and a
half--ten-fourteen and forty-five
seconds - fifty seconds -- fifty - five
seconds. One-two-three--four-
Go ! " I shouted into the microphone.

The Professor switched on. "
unable to sing to -night. In her place
we are having a talk upon the Mother -
love of the Freshwater Shrimp," I
heard from the loudspeaker. Before
the paralysed Professor could do
anything the talk had started. Next
instant about ten million wasps leapt
from their fastness beneath the earth
and Hung themselves upon him in a
paroxysm of wrath.

Locked Out
Fortunately I had been wise enough

to lock 1.11 the doors of the car or the
Professor would probably have fought
his way in and brought his aggressors
with him. Perhaps I ought to have
switched off the spotlight, but one
cannot always think quickly enough
in emergencies. I kept it fixed upon
him as he ran hither and yon, and this
may have helped the wasps to keep
their prey in view. He dashed up to
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the car, beating upon the window
and yelling for admittance.

Not much," I yelled. " The only
thing is the pond."

As it Was not the fifth Saturday in
the month the idea of a bath, and a
cold one at that, would in the ordinary
way have made little appeal to
Professor Goof), but needs must when
the devil drives.

Breaking all records for the cross-
country fifty yards, he plunged into
its slimy waters, catching his foot in
a variety of wires as be did so and
taking both the set and the loud-
speaker in with him.

It was hours before the wasps
finally went back to bed, and the
Professor got a magnificent:. amount
of practice in under -water swimming.

Wobbly contraltos are definitely the
goods when it comes to wasp -stun-
ning, but make very sure that the
one you select is not going to be
indisposed at the critical moment.

ALL DOORS LOCKED

ditilts41
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' Ile dashed up to the ear, beating upon
the window and yelling for admittance."

********************
,g
4 WHEN DRILLS 4it
lt WEAR OUT
4t .1 useful economy hint. *
*******OAk************

MOST people, when a drill begins to
polish rather than to cut, con-
sign it to the dustbin and

purchase a new one. A much better
method is to discover whether there
is not at your local garage a fitter who
knows something about tool-making
in general and drills in particular. If
there is, you will probably find that
he will undertake the job .of grinding
your drills for quite a modest sum.

Given such a handy man, it pays
over and over again to let him have
your entire stocl:of drills at intervals,
which, of course, depend upon the
amount of use that they have. Failing
a fitter of this kind, a tool shop
will undertake the renovation of
drills. R. W. H.
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All the latest news about this interesting waveband.

.FT EAD PHONES and hot -weather
1 (optimistic ever !) do not go

well together, and I do not
believe in being any more of a Martyr
to the short-wave cause than I can
help.

Yes, you have probably guessed
correctly. Following another month
of experience with my new short-wave
superhet adaptor, I have renounced
headphones almost entirely.

A New Adaptor
I mentioned last month that I

contemplated making a permanent
change -over to loudspeaker listening if
results continued to be as satisfactory
as they had started off, and now I am
absolutely convinced that I am not
missing anything by searching direct
on the speaker.

But knowing short waves as I do,
I am going to reserve to myself the
right to change my mind if-but
sufficient unto the day ! At present
the superhet adaptor is definitely

" holding the field," and several of
my short-wave friends have warmed
up to the extent of asking me for
details.

Will readers who have taken the
trouble to write in kindly note that
I am hoping to make arrangements
for the circuit to be published before
very much longer. Meanwhile, per-
haps it will interest you to know that
fundamentally it is a perfectly straight-
forward combined oscillator and first
detector superhet scheme preceded
by a tuned S.G. H.F. stage. And
now to business.

With the exception of one or two
really good nights, the American
stations have been very mediocre in
my district during the last month.
%V 8 X K at times was fair to good,
but W2 X All has been very poor.
Only once was he above R.4, and then
the general background level was too
high to be comfortable.

I have given up_looking for reasons
when trying to explain away some-

thing connected with short waves,
but why W 2 X E should suddenly
have sprung into the limelight when
the  other American " punch -mer-
chants " comparatively were so poor
is quite beyond me ! I have heard
him on several occasions, and although
the strength was never greater than
R.4, intelligibility was very good.

Getting the Antipodes
W N C is also a new one to me.

From what I can gather, it is a new
phone station at Florida, and when
I heard him he was calling G A T on
a wavelength of approximately 20
metres. Can any CONSTRUCTOR reader
amplify the details ?

Concerning the other side of the
world, I was not once able to listen
to the Sunday transmissions from
Australia, but for those of you that
are up with the lark on weekdays,
it is often possible to get a very
good signal front the Antipodes.
Between 7 and 8 a.m. B.S.T. appears
to be about the best time at present.

Heard Johannesburg?
I ant wondering who is going to be

the first reader in these Islands to
report reception of Johannesburg on
49 metres ? I have had one letter
front Burma reporting 11.8, and if
they can do that sort of thing in
Burma, well- Anyway, thanks,
L. J. Q., for your most interesting
letter. We are glad to hear that you
are keeping the short-wave flag flying
in Burma. G. T. K.

N spite of all the publicity given
to Broadcasting House and to
the Brookmans Park station,

many people are misled by the aerial
on top of the B.B.C. headquarters in
Portland Place.

Time and time again I have come
across listeners living in the London
district who consider Broadcasting
House to be their nearest B.B.C.
station. Let me assure them that
although the studios wherein their
programmes generally originate are
in Broadcasting House, the actual
radio waves come from the aerials at
Brookmans Park.

A Bit Tall !
Good radio jokes do not often come

my way, so I pass on one told me the
other day. I was assured that its
origin was quite spontaneous, too.

" By Jove ! It's ten o'clock. I
must be going," saidJones, j umping up.

" It's only eight minutes to by my
watch," replied his friend.

********************

Broolunans Park and London *
4 list eners-" Too much reaction !"

-Measuring. L.T. voltages- 4K,

Rapid radio progress.
********************

" ON THE GRID

" Well," responded Jones, " I put
mine on by the wireless to -night."

Came the retort : " Ah, old man !
You must have been using too much
reaction ! "

And now to turn to something a
little more practical. Measure your
L.T. voltages at the valve holder !

Though most constructors realise
that a high -resistance voltmeter should
always be used for taking voltages on
a radio set, they seldom seem to
appreciate the best points at which
to make the measurements. L.T.
voltages are usually measured directly
across the battery itself.

Unfortunately this does not show
up any loss of voltage that may be
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due to dirty spade -tags or bad joints.
Measure your L.T. across the filament
terminals of a valve holder with
the set switched on.

In this way you will ascertain
whether the filaments are really get-
ting their full voltage.

Latest Developments
" Cold valves," " Q.P.P.," " Class

B," H.F. pentodes, double diode -
triodes, and-what next ?

We have certainly had a surfeit of
new developments in radio of late-
developments which will greatly
enhance the attractiveness of the
Radio Show this year. Even if
nothing else comes along in the
meantime, there will be less reason
than for several years past for the
pessimists to say, " Radio progress is
at a standstill."

As a matter of fact, never before
has the circuit of the really up-to-date
receiver changed so much in so short
a time. A. S. C.
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As We Find Them-continued

The maker's claims as to the
capacity and reliability under working
conditions have been fully borne out.

The Block accumulator is built into
an attractive coloured container, the

MATCHED AND SCREENED

The Lissen intermediate supeiliet trans-
formers are designed to work on a
frequency of 126 lees., and are capable of
giving a very high degree of selectivity.

terminals are large and clearly
marked, while a useful refinement in
the form of a carrying strap is
provided. We can thoroughly recom-
mend this battery, which is made by
Block Batteries, Ltd., Abbey Road,
Barking, Essex.

Lissen I.F. Transformers
Given a good design together with

properly matched intermediate stages,
the superheterodyne receiver is un-
questionably a delightful instrument
to handle.

But if the intermediate transformers
are not efficient the marked advan-
tages of the superheterodyne principle
will be sadly lacking, selectivity and
sensitivity both falling far short of the
high standard that one is led to expect.

Manufacturers are fully aware of
the necessity for accurate matching,
and research is constantly being
carried out with the object of provid-
ing the home constructor with " one
hundred per cent " matched com-
ponents. Messrs. Lissen, for instance,
have now entered the field with an
intermediate band-pass transformer
designed especially for the constructor.
. Each transformer is sent out tuned

to a frequency of 126 kilocycles, and
the makers state that the response
curve obtained with two of these
components will be quite flat for
approximately 3-5 kcs. (plus or minus),
cutting off to less than one -hundredth
of the peak at 9 kcs. off resonance.

The transformer coils are wound in
double slots on a paxolin former and
are spaced accurately so as to ensure

the correct degree of coupling. In the
base of the coil are two preset
condensers and each unit is completely
screened with a metal cover.

We would commend these trans-
formers to the attention of superhet
enthusiasts, who will be interested to
know that although the efficiency is
high, the price is very moderate.-7s.Cd.
being the cost per unit.

The makers are Messrs. Lissen, Ltd ,
Worple Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.

"Class B" Components
Those who are contemplating con-

version to " Class B " amplification
will he interested in the R.I. " Driver -
mu " input transformers and ' Class
B " output choke.

HAS NO PLATES

ott 0.xc9.1111400,

Mt,lt

11-00( &MOUES r
ROA.

BAPKING
EsSEx

The Mork ace aloe has no inter-
leaving plates like the ordinary L.7'.
battery. It is built into a very attractive

old ' g ease.

" Drivermu" transformers arc avail-
able in various types, and are suitable
for use with any type of " driver "
valve or " Class B " output valve.

A " Class B " input transformer
should have carefully- balanced secon-
dary windings, and the D.C. resistance
must be kept down to a low figure,
otherwise distortion is liable to occur.
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Moreover, a high primary induct-
ance is necessary, and this has to be
maintained when the steady current
to the anode of the " driver " valve
is passing through the winding.

Add to these essentials the need
for high overall efficiency, together
with a suitable matching ratio, and
you will see that the design of " Class
B " transformers is a job for spec-
ialists.

The R.I. " Drivermu " fulfils these
requirements admirably, and performs
its ditties with marked efficiency.

For the output circuit there is the
variable ratio output choke which
provides an effective coupling between
the " Class B " valve and the loud-
speaker.

We can vouch for the suitability
of these R.I. components for " Class
B " circuits, and the makers are
Radio instruments, Ltd., Purley Way,
Croydon, Surrey.

Full technical details of the " Dri-
vermu " transformers and coupling
chokes, as well as helpful information
concerning the conversion of existing
sets to " Class B," are obtainable
from the above address.

Garrard Record Changer
We have recently had one of

the new Garrard automatic record
changers on test in our laboratories.
Garrard turntable motors are, of
course, too well known to need any
introduction, but this latest addition
to the maker's range is a noteworthy
step and a real boon to the enthusiast.

The record changer is available in
a universal type suitable for D.C. or
A.C. mains, and there is also a syn-
chronous A.C. model for A.C. mains
owners.

The power consumption is low, being
in the neighbourhood of 16-20 watts.

(1'lea.9e turn to page lOS)

FOR CHASSIS MOUNTING

The latest (lir chassis type valve holder
for the new seven -pin valves.
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FRANKFURT MING

MY first glimpse Of the huge
Frankfurt aerial toasts was
from a height of about 2.111

feet !

I came up from Munich to Frankfurt.
and (IC1'4641 to !,0 by air. not only
because commercial living is cheap in
Germany (it is only 4:5 1Ss. all the way
from Frankfurt to London), but
because this particular air trip takes
you over Nuremberg and a long way
up the River Maine till you get to
Frankfurt, an exceedingly Oct uresque
journey.

British Reception
Frankfurt is actually the first

broadcasting. station I have seen front10
the air, and I should have missed it
had it not been for the steward who
drew all the passengers' attention to
the white spot in the middle of a
bright green field.

It was the (;fos.s./bouifunkseader
Fin a If u !

A few minutes later the roar of the
engines stopped.

" loll awhi.,chei (orsgc.,:chOirt.
too latch (km cisieti DI MI it ii!I,pla
hi hu " (or something like
t hat), explained ii Mall who was sitting
next to me. and almost immediately
we started the circling glide (not half

terrifying as a rapid dose lit) down
to the aerodrome.

Wit hilt an hour I was, by the kind-
ness of Lorenz friends, at the Frank-
furt staticmt diseussin, the new trans-
mitter and its effect on the British
reception of German stations. As in
the case of Munich, the engineers,
under the control of the State Post
Office, at Frankfurt are only too
anxious to know how the trans-
missions are reaching out to other
count ries, and especially to Great
Britain.

As Frankfurt is only working with
17 kilowatts, it is not, of course, so
big a station as Leipzig or Muhlacker.

But iii many respects it is a unique
transmitter, and aft hough the power
is lower the aerial arrangements are
better. so that there is still a st totc2.
signal.

Ftn,kflirt is very dif-
fer,nt front any other station in
tb,rniam-.

It is modernist, ;Is is Leipzig.
Breslau and the rest, but it is not

,sltuititituitintittinutiminumuniffliniummuninitiatu

That intriguingintriguing t ;11I fal 
so close to I lon \-ar I 011
y dial, and so difficult to
separate it pun fire in I. Ion -

what is if like ?
If radiates 'cell t 3h to disturb
f. Ion listeners spite of ifs
lower power.and in this entertain-
ing article Our Speeial tOrres# -
dent tells you at t this rcectit
oddition to I.e i's g'

f

muitillitaillualitittuunituttillinitititittu ittuniutiatitaF.

just a plain, rectangular, single -storey
building.

It has, in point of fact. a very big
of which is giyeli

over to the staff, and the building as a
whole is much more like a private
house thin a broadcasting station.
Th., photographs will probably eolvey
a much. better idea 1 the shape to You
than I can describe.

Modern Features
The top of the " house," where you

would expect to find the chimney
stack, is taken up by a brick st ruct cue
which carries the avnial lead-in
arra ngemont s, por,el;iin insulat ur,
lightning safety switch, and so on.
The stciin,i floor of the buildite, is
mainly the upper part of the machine -

room, while the transmitter proper is
on the !,T011lid floor, :.111d is in the
single -storey part of the building
which projects as a sort of annexe from
the main pint.

At this end, and about 20 feet away
from the transmitter house, is the
wooden water tower reminiscent of
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I he cooling t at power genera t ing
stations. The Frankfurt tower is fur
the valve-eo,,,g water.

It tool; ri: ai oto half an hour to
in.:pect the rials, water tower and
so on at Fr, okfurt. and one of the
em,ineets went to a deal of trouble to
explain how they have managed to get
a good radia! ion on the rat her poor
WNVidcli,111 of 2711.i.:1 /11..il'eS. The masts'
are much I t lion is usual. A high
aerial forms part of t he scheme.

An Impressive Sight
It is a T aerial with only a short top

part carried I etwenthe masts. Most
of the radiation comes from the down -
lead Whith inns straight down to the
Frankfurt building below and ap-
proximAel at the electrical centre
of the aerial.

Both the aerial and the down lead
are flat and not cage -shaped, there
being three spreaders in the top part
of the aerial. The masts at Frankfurt
are of metal. Wooden masts of this
height would have been too clumsy,
though t Ott of the other German
regional station-, have them.

As usual, I x::4 invited to see the
station front the tq, of one of the
masts. and :Is 11S11;11 1 declined ! Al1V-
h0w, they on ale going up to
the little door latif-way up the water-
coolin!,, tower in order to watch the
huge spray falling down with a roar to
the cold pond I,eh,w.

An impre, ive sight, and one which
reminded iHe fi.r.Thly that even in a
17-kilowat I there is plenty of
heat develop., I in the water-cooled
Yak es, wlakit has to be got rid of in
some way.

And inside. first to the trans-
mitter whi..h just being started
up after a brief interval before
.1/ittfo-,.,sesen, and then to the power.
house.

The transmitter itself, as I have
said, is in the low room at the end of
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The Machine Room is Equipped with a Crane !

the building. There is a row of
narrow windows rather high up, and
through one side of these (they run
round three sides of the room) you
can see the base of the water tower.

In the transmitter room the furni-
ture is simple. There is the control
desk in the centre, the tuning circuits
of the initial valve stages in a cabinet
to the left, the water-cooled valves on
stands in the right-hand corner, the
final tuning circuits in safety -cabinets
on the right, and a frequency meter
down in the right-hand corner.

Clean Appearance
The last of the big panels on the

right carries the output circuits, and
I noticed that two copper leads came
off the top of this box and disappeared
through the roof-going, presumably,
to the lead-in arrangements on the top
of the building.

Lorenz engineer soon showed the
differences.

Duplicated Meters
The control desk at Frankfurt is

grey, with inset black lined insulated
panels. On the metal framework in
front arc the usual six peak -volt
controls. Up on the flat part to the
left are the subsidiary grid and
filament voltage controls, while
indicator lights are to the right. On
the raised part in front are three
frequency meters, five meters are to
the right, together with a small panel
full of relay buttons, and six meters
to the left.

All the big meters on the sloping
part of the desk show voltage or
current in the anode circuits of the
various stages. On the left, for instance,
three of the meters are voltmeters.

I was told that some of these meters

CENTRALISED CONTROL

The imposing array of meters on the control desk at the Frankfurt station tells II,
engineer -in -charge exactly how the transmitter is working without his herring to

inspect each part of the apparatus.

There is something very clean -
looking about the Frankfurt trans-
mitter. The ceiling and floor are
light-coloured, while the lower part
of the walls is covered in a kind of
tile -work.

At first glance,- Frankfurt looks like
Leipzig and Breslau. It has the
same type of panels and control
desk, but a short chat with a

are duplicated by the meters actually
on the valve stands, but that they are
put on the desk so that the engineers
can truthfully say that the control
man can make his daily test. log
without getting up from the desk.

Readings are taken of all main
meters periodically during the day.
This has been done ever since Frank-
furt opened.
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I need hardly say that the relay
buttons and master switches on the
desk enable the control engineer on
duty to switch off the power in the
unlikely event of a water failure.

As there is likely to be a bit of
bother over Frankfurt's wavelength,
there is also a regular daily check-up
of frequency. Hence the frequency
meter actually in the control room.

Interesting Power Supply
For a 17-kilowatter, the machine

room of Frankfurt is surprisingly
large. It even has a traveller crane
installed to handle the generators if
one should have to be lifted from its
resilient bed for repair. Somebody
at Frankfurt has obviously been to
see how the B.B.C. does these things !

Anyway, all joking apart, the crane
is a wise provision, for even if the
generators are not massive, the six -
phase transformers and rectifiers are
too bulky to be handled in the
ordinary way. This part of the
equipment, incidentally, is shielded off
by head -height glass partitions.

On the other side of the room are
the meter panels and the power
rheostats. All the machines are
controlled from these panels. They are
labelled Ladling, Ladeni«schinen, etc.

I was a bit surprised at first to see
that there were no big generators for
the final valves' H.T. Then I noticed
that the six -phase leads coming
through stand -oft insulators on the
Ivall facing the control panels went
down to mercury -arc rectifiers. Frank-
furt has two of these, one acting as a
standby.

Excellent Results
I have seen what excellent results

they get at Beromfinster, and I was
interested to see that the German
engineers are trying arcs. The B.B.C.
still remains faithful to rotary con-
vertors.

The station is not entirely without,
its machines for power supply, natur-
ally. There are eight rotary convertors
for the H.T. on the small valves, and
for bias on the water-cooled valves.

Before I left I was allowed to
" listen -in " on the programme lines.
from the studio and to Cassel, which
relays the Frankfurt programme on
245.9 metres. The major part of the
evening programme comes from Ber-
lin, and then the new Frankfurt
becomes simply a high -power relay
of Wit zlebeu.
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Arevolution as

wonderful as the coming
of "4.1. watt" lamps

1)o you remember when " watt lamps appeared-
giving twice the light for the same electric current?
They changed the faces of our cities. To -day there is
a revolution, no less startling, in accumulators -
double capacity
accumulators

o No weight -wasting
plates -just a core
inside a cylinder (it-
self the acid con-
tainer.)

Far more thorough
action (the plate -
grids used to cause
interference.)

O Total result-twice
the capacity per lb.
weight !

AT present you use a 40
a.h. accumulator? Now you can
have one that lasts twice as long
per charge, for little more. And
instead of a lumbering glass case
-just a neat cylinder of lovely
bakelit::: See your dealer at once!

BLOCK
80

plate a less
accumulators

AMP. 11/
FIRS. I I 6°,

BLOCK BATTERIES LTD., ABBEY RD., BARKING, ESSEX. TEL.: GRA 3346

COLVERN
RADIO COMPONENTS

TYPE STIO.
Wire Wound volume con-
trol. Standard values 500
to 50,000 ohms.

Price 5 6 each.

TYPE ST5C.
111,,.de in standard values
from 250 to 25.000 ohms.
Protected windings, one -
hole fixing.

Price 5 3 each.

0

L

V

E

R

D

N

E

S

Maximum efficiency obtained by the use
of Colverdyne Intermediates.
Limited range adjustment to compensate
for stray circuit capacities.
Variable coupling is provided by sliding
moving coil up and down its pillar, the
band-pass effect being adjusted to any
desired degree, maximum amplification is
therefore obtained.

COIN R N

Specif ied for the "13"estector
Super:
1 Colverdyne Type 110 12/6

 A1.110 ro. 12'6

COLVERNLTD.
MAWNEYS ROAD, ROMFORD, ESSEX

; li
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SUFFOLK.-" Having never previously written
to any journal with regard to matters therein, in
spite of having been a reader of various take

since 1924, I hope you will take this
abstention into account and let it add weight to
the fact that I ant writing this now. The more I
use  S.T.400 the more imperative it seems that
you should receive some expression of appre-
ciation and thanks for having made such a
receiver available to us home constructors.
To attempt to describe the performance of this
outfit is too much of a task for me. Never since
I started ' listening -In with a crystal have I
managed to get so much satisfaction-dotearight
satisfaction-front any set. Of course, as soon
as you went ' one better' than the  S.T.300,' I
changed over immediately and, as already stated,
it is the most satisfying set in every way I have 
ever handled, and 1 was an S.N.U. I think it is a
safe bet that. very few who make it will have
anything but. feelings of the greatest gratitude." --
W. J. Coy, The Poplars, Thorndon, Eye, Suffolk.

EBBW VALE.-" I have a very good gramo-
phone and have always held that most wireless
sets could net give the same all-rond quality of
reproduction of music. But the ' S.T.400  does
this most. decidedly. It is a wonderful set and is
all that is claimed for it in THE WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTOR. All who have heard it and have
' twiddled ' it are charmed and determined to
become makers of it. Please accept my con-
gratulations."-B. Lougher, Tredegar Road,
Ebbw Vale, Mon.

MANCHESTER.-" I have built your  S.T.400,'
and can honestly say that it is the finest four-
valver I have heard. In the first half-hour after
switching on I obtained forty-two stations, all at
excellent strength and quality. Selectivity is

wonderful, I can separate Kdnigs Wusterhausen
from Radio Paris and Daventry with ease and still
have Kfinifts Wusterhausen at full strength.
Kaunas and Lahti are good signals. Rabat anti
the little Toulouse (P.T.T.) on 255 metres are
easily heard.Performance Is just as good at the top as at
the bottom of the medium waveband. both as
regards selectivity and sensitivity. I built your
 8.T.300,' but the  S.T.400 ' is far above it.
May I advise all readers to look to their wave -
change switches by twisting the spindles occasion-
ally to ensure clean contact."-B. Scott, Cringle
Road, Levensbulme, Manchester.DONEGAL.-" The  S.T.300' was a big im
provement, but. nothing compared with' S.T.100.' "
-Jas. Me37urdy, Co. Donegal.

COLOBEESTIR.---" I am very pleased with the
results obtained from the  S.T.400 ' in con-
junction with a Mareoniphone moving -cull
speaker."-H. G. Thomson, Colchester.

LAND'S END-" I have now converted my
five -valve set to your  S.T.400,' and ant very
pleased indeed with it. My log is 64 stations to
date. All of these I have been able to identify ;
there are others, but I cannot name them. Seven
American and one Mexican stations are in this
list, all of which I have heard on the loudspeaker ;
two of these 1 have identified as W C A U and
W A B C.

" The. W C AU' station has been tuned In as
early as 10.15 p.m., and can he received from
11 p.m. to 12 midnight with ease on almost any
evening, the strength at times being too great for
the output. valve. The valves I am using are
Mullard P.M.12, P.M.1A, P.M.1 L.P., and P.M.2A,
these being two years Old.

" I might add that the above list of stations
has been logged without interference, and in the
presence of witnesses. In conclusion, if you care to
publish this letter should be only too pleased to
demonstrate my  S.T.400 to anyone In this
district who contemplates building or purchasing
a wireless receiver. After hearing this set, all
doubt, if any, of Its capability -would vanish."-
A. Thomas, Chy-an-als, Land's End, Cornwall.

TRIIRO.-" With regards to my  S.T.400'
built with relatively cheap parts (and with dIs-
tributor differential wrong way round), the set is
very good. I certainly don't agree with the

EMEMBER

EXT TIME)
M ES E-

Cornishman from MR} OD [Mr. Blake). If his set
is a  wash -out,' he has himself to thank. 1 get
whatever station I want. There Is also an  S.T.400 
at Goonhavern, Perranporth. which is giving even
better results than mine."-R. R. Mtum, ealkst ick,
Truro, Cornwall.

THE LIZARD (Cornwall).-" You say other
Nrnishmen may rare to write abut their
 6.1'.409 ' results. I cannot qualify as being a
Cornishman, but I can certainly qualify as being
the proud possessor of an S.T.400 ' in Cornwall.
I have built four ' S.T.400's,' so I can truthfully
say that the set is the finest I NM, ever heard for
tone, reproduction, selectivity, volume and
economic battery consumption. The ' S.4.T.400 
I possess will log at between 80 and 90 stations
on the medium waveband alone. and all at tre-
mendous volume ; in fact, I dare not naive my
controls more than  normal' as the power is too
great. The owners of the other three ' S.T.400's '
also say that they are the finest sets ;hey ever had.
One ,if them can log more stations than that shown
on the test by yourself. These four sets are the
first I have ever made, although I have possessed
many, so I speak from experience. I have also
heard very expensive sets. but give me the
 s.T.490.. I may say that I have kept to the parts
specified."-T. W. Chubb, 10, Beacon Terrace,
The Lizard, Cornwall.

Here is another selection of enthusi-
astic letters from builders of the " S.T.
400," The letters published here and
in previous issues are but a fraction of
the thousands which have been received
and which have testified to the success
of Mr. Scott -Taggart as a designer.

Meanwhile " S.T." enthusiasts will
be delighted to hear that Mr. Scott -
Taggart is now conducting intensive
research work in connection with his
new designs, about which he will tell
readers of " The Wireless Constructor "
at the earliest possible moment.

PENZANCE (Cornwall).-" If the complaint
from Cornwall had come from Bodmin-where,
believe. the mental teame is --one could understand
it. If 'Mr. Blake reads the ('ossmucTOE every
1110111Il he will find plenty of reports from Cornwall
to satisfy him. I converted my s3.3oo to
' S.T.401),' and have found it most satisfactory,
so melt so that it takes me all my time to keep
volume down. I get Many stations in broad day-
light on the loudspeaker. which is what several
superhets I have heard cannot do, and this in
Cornwall. which is supposed fro be a notorionslY
No district, So Mr. Blake can take courage;
perhaps he forgot to switch on his aerial, although
I can get results with only a yard of wire from aerial
switch to set. Also, 1 get excellent results on
an inside aerial round the room and along
the passage-ail on the londspeaker."-E. O.
Puddephatt, 6, Sea View Terrace, Newlyn,
Penzance.

PAREHABL-" I ant myself a hand at this
game of wireless, I have put up wit It factory sets
since 1924, so I thought I should like to have a
shot at making one. I decided to build yours.
Thank you for a splendid and selective set.
London Regional and Muhl:ulcer are clear, thanks
to those precious knobs. It has been money well
spent."-C. Hunt, Gordon Road, Fareltam, Hants.

BIRMINGHAM.--" I have had the  S.T.400 '
working a week. It is the best set I have built,
owned, or heard. 1 may say it has replaced a
six -valve superhet. Before that I had a four -valve

S.G.) set with your ' S.T.300 ' adaptor in front
of it. With the ' S.T.400 ' I can tune in station
after station, one at a time, with wonderful strength
and quality which leaves nothing to be desired.

T have read all the letters in the CONSTRUCTOR
about this wonderful set, and can well believe
them. Thank you very much for produring such

circuit."-Albert Elliott, Brunton Road, Small
Heath, Birmingham,DIIBLIN.-' Sonsc time ago a friend esked me
if I had heard the' S.T.400: I had not. He asked
me if I should like to and I told hint l didn't mind
in a rather offhand way, as I was satisfied with my
own set. He said he would leave it with me for a
week -end. Well, before he called for it I had made
my own S.T.400,' because I could not attempt
tit 1100k up my old set after hearing the ' S.T.401).
I then asked one of my friends, who was very
penal of his set, to come and hear my set. He also
has an  5.1'.400 - now ! Since then I know three
other people who have heard the ' S.T.400  and
are now uttering to their own ' S.T.400's.' It is
really a wonderful set."-Patrick V. Young,
O'Curry Road. Dublin.

NORTH SHIELDS.-" I have built your A.C.
version of the' S.T.400 ' and think it is a very fine
set. The power is amazing. and the selectivity is
very fine ; there are very few stations on your
chart that I cannot get. I get Neweastle. Cork and
Feertnip clear of each other. The tone is wonderful,
and it is every bit as good when used as a radio-
gram."

SOUTH WOODFORD (E.14.)---" I am extremely
grateful to you for having enabled me to build
such a really worth -while set. It is a vast improve-
ment on my former set."-Roy S. Jenkins,
Alexander Road, South Woodford, E.I8.

KILLARNEY (Irish Free State).-" Out of sheer
fulness of heart I ant writing you my thanks fur
the  S.T.400.' You're tired of such, I'm sure, but
I would not be satisfied if I did not voice the
feeling that is in me, akin to one's gratitude for the
sun, the green of springtide, a bright smile. I'm
away west here in a deep between the Kerry
mountains, remote from all transmitters, and I
have tried many receivers to get satisfactory
programmes. Yours alone has succeeded, and
I am happy."-J. O'Connor, Fossa, Killarney,
Kerry.

BEARSDEN (Scotland).-" Our delay in not
writing sooner about your set. the ' S.T.400,' is
due to the fact that. in our opinion, the perform-
ance of a set cannot be judged in days or even
weeks as some constructors seem to think. Your
 S.1'.400,' now having passed our exhaustive
tests, has come through with flying colours. The
' $.T.400 ' tops the list in performance of all the
sets we have built, which is no small number.

" Not SO long ago we constructed a 6 -valve
supersonic heterodyne (complete to designer's
specification) which had six tuned circuits with
band-pass tuning. Your  S.T.400 ' had more
power, better tone, but was not quite so selective.
The outstanding feature of this set (the ' S.T.400 ')
was the absolute freedom from background
noises as emnpared with the superhet's roar. We
have logged with the ' S.T.400  every station on
your list, plus six more, and how any of your
correspondents fail to get good results is beyond
us. It is undoubtedly one of the simplest sets to
build and operate. Thanking you for such n
marvellous set ; it will certainly be a permanent
fixture in our wireless den until your next big
set comes along."-C. Kirkwood and A. Kirkwood,
Station Road, Bearsden. Scotland.

DOWLAIS (Wales).-" I think the ' S.T.400 '
is a wonderful set, the best I've ever handled-and
I may say I've built some scores."-T.
Garth Terrace, Denials, Glamorgan.

WOKING.-" Please convey my appreciation
to Mr. J. Scott -Taggart for his wonderful' S.T.400,'
which leaves nothing to be desired as regards
volume, quality, and selectivity. I have converted
from the ' S.T.300 ' ; I can say no more titan it
was like killing one friend and making another,
but this time a bosom pal. Again thanking you
for such a wonderful circuit."-A. E. Lewington,
Boormans Cotts, near Woking.

HERTFORD.-" I have constructed several
' and have found this the best set of

its class for this district: '-Geo. Ditton (Wireless
Dealer), St. Andrew St., Hertfonl.
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%ATHAT are the "burning questions
of the day " so far as radio
is concerned ? Are there any ?

A few years ago the whole of the
country would have been brightly
illuminated if every " burning
question " had been an actual con-
flagration.

Do you remember them ? " Is H.F.
Worth While ? " " Grid Leak versus
Anode Bend," and so on. But they
all seem rather dim now, don't they ?

Not that there are no subjects of
controversy nowadays, but they don't
" burn " fiercely, and their protagon-
ists don't get so hot under their
collars about them.

A Friendly Vein
One can, indeed, say that with the

gradual building up of standards of
values based on a solid foundation
of proved theory, the heated debates
of pioneering days have given way to
friendly, reasoned arguments.

And it is in that vein that I propose
to discuss a few questions, concerning
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= From the earliest flays, reeeption
technique has provided for its
thousands of amateur devotees
subject -matter for heated debate.
Modern methods are less contro-
versial, but still leave plenty of
Reeve for discussion as to the
merits or otherwise of this or,

that new development.
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more and it necessitates the use of
matched coils.

In the Balance
It is also advanced by some that

however carefully the method is
applied, there must be a serious loss of
efficiency as compared with the use of
separate tuning controls.

This is really the whole crux of
the matter. Considerations of cost,
appearance, operation and installation
are easy to catalogue in a kind of
balance sheet ; their pros and cons
can be weighed up by anyone for
himself.

But if there is to be an unknown

components, which arise out of my
correspondence.

First, there is the matter of ganged
versus separate tuning condensers
from the point of view of the home
constructor.

The advantages of ganging are
obvious. A ganged condenser is simple
to operate, and it has a better panel
appearance. 

Its disadvantages are that it is more
difficult to mount on a panel, it costs

MUCH
DISCUSSED

Few components
hare been so nitwit
the ,abject of eon-
trorersy as the L.P.
transformer. The
excellenee of the
present-day trans-former, h wryer,
leaves so little to be
desired that argu-
ment about it is
comparidively rare.

degree of efficiency loss, then where
do we stand ?

1 say " unknown " because we are
generalising. Obviously, it would be
impossible for anyone to give a
ganged condenser a " figure of merit "
without stipulating hard and fast
circuit conditions.

What can be done, and what is
done, is to lay down a technical
specification for a ganged condenser,
and all " gangs " which do not come
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up to that specification are obviously
sub -standard.

But let us confine ourselves to the
good ones. These will be so excel-
lently designed and so beautifully
made that their individual sections
will be extremely closely matched.

"Peak" Point_ .

Nevertheless, in practice, perfect
matching all round the dial cannot be
achieved. You couldn't make them
give you the results of a team of
separate condensers each fitted with
a first-class slow-motion dial.

So that " sitting on the peak of
tuning," which is an element of
record reception on relatively small,
" hotted -up" receivers, will not be
possible, at least, on all the long-
and medium -wave stations.

However, it is difficult to calculate
the loss in general terms. And,
personally, 1 think it would be rather
waite of time trying to do so.

I believe we are tending to move
away from " hotted -up " radio, and
thereby at the same time removing
the cause of an incipient controversy!

With the more efficient circuits and
components and valves at present
available, we need not fight for
sensitivity with knobs for our weapons.
And we need not struggle for our
stations on the edge of reaction.

This brings me to another point. Is
efficiency necessarily " goodness "
When, for example, you see an L.F.
transformer described as " good,"
what does that convey to you ?

(And what exactly is meant when
something is said to be " too effi-
cient '

Too Efficient?
Well, I fancy that a " good trans-

former " is popularly supposed to
be one having a " straight line "
characteristic-i.e. is able to handle
practically all audio frequencies
equally well.

But do we always want an efficient
response of that nature ?

This is a question that I have briefly
referred to in a previous article, and
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Two Wrongs Don't Make a Right

the present is a good opportunity to
go farther into the matter.

It really is important because the
" straight-line " idea can easily
become a fetish. It already is doing so
to some extent, but is at the same time
defeating its own end.

Apt Analogies
I'll illustrate this with an analogy.
Supposing the bricks which run at

the ground level of a house had to be
made of some very special material.
And supposing no method of making
them absolutely rectangular had been
invented and that the best that could
be done was to produce an irregular
wedge shape.

Would a builder fanatically stick to
principles and lay ordinary good,

COMPACT COIL
EFFICIENCY

banded one with a hole in the middle,
you'd be annoyed, and the shopman'a
explanation that " Professor Man-
ganese finds the pattern perfect for his
new distillation apparatus " would
fail to appease you. Quite rightly, too,
because by asking for a dinner plate
you had intimated that the article
was required for a specific purpose for
which the type with an aperture
would be rather unsuitable.

A Dangerous Idea
But the idea .that because a com-

ponent  does not give good results in

one or even a number of applications
it must be good for something else is a
dangerous idea.

This is particularly the case with
L.F. transformers. In many circuits

If used to be thought
that a coil kad to be
big to be good. And
how strongly we dis-
cussed the pros and
eons of wavechango
switching 1 It would
be difficult to criti-
cise such modern
coils as these from
the point of riew of
efficiency, and yet
they are extremely

Of

well -shaped bricks straight on top of
the warped,ones ?

Certainly not. He'd probably
shape the next row of bricks, deliber-
ately distort them in fact, so that they,
neatly compensated for the irregulari-
ties, with the result that the com-
pleted house would stand " four
square."

If we have in radio certain things
which are, and inevitably must be,
misshapen bricks in the structure,
why shouldn't other of the parts be
made to provide compensation even if
to do this they must be pushed off that
rigid straight line ?

The argument against this is that
perfection will never be achieved
unless we set up definite standards
and work to them all the time.

A good argument as far as it goes,
but it won't bear close analysis.
Suffice it to say that the perfection of
a whole renders its fractions perfect-
for their task.

If you went into a shop and asked
for a china dinner plate and were

$0

it is extremely desirable that the L.F.
transformer should have as straight a
respon'se as possible.

But, on the other hand, there are
circuits in which there is a considerable
and fairly calculable loss of high notes.
These are to be found among the
superhets and circuits incorporating
peak tuning and heavily applied
reaction.

It is for such that compensating
transformers have been developed.

I am dead opposed to the idea that
such circuits constitute opportunities
for the use of " had " transformers,
by which is meant cheap transformers
that drop bass.

The Unknown Quantity !
To look to these for the required

compensation is a retrograde step.
The characteristic of a " bad " trans-
former is an entirely unknown quan-
tity. It may, and probably does,
differ greatly from one to another of
the same make, for the concern which
can't make a " good " transformer is
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hardly likely to maintain a constant
degree of inefficiency.

If there is to be compensation it
must be carried out in an orderly,
scientific fashion. The special com-
pensating transformers are " good "
transformers for the simple reason that
their deliberate departure from the
" straight line." is exactly controlled.

You know its degree of compensa-
tion and you. know that this will be
duplicated by every one of the
thousands of the particular make
concerned. Therefore, it is possible to
design a circuit in which the device
will perform its special functions with
as much relative efficiency as a
transformer of orthodox design.

More Factors than One
No, I do not think there can be any

argument in favour of the use of
" cheap" transformers. Special trans-
formers, obviously yes ; but if it so
happens that the characteristics of
some badly -designed and made trans-
formers tend to offset general set
failings of an opposite character,
that should be regarded as an example
of " two wrongs which don't make a
right "

You see, there are other factors
beyond the mere shape of the ampli-
fication curve to take into account,
even when this is consistent and con-
trolled.

There is. for instance, the question
of saturation. A transformer to be
" good " must be able to handle H. T.
without saturation intervening unless
specifically designed for shunt -fed
circuits.

Concerning Reliability
Then what about reliability ? First-

class materials, skilful design and
winding are necessary if the trans-
former is to have a long life.

Transformers used to break down at
about the rate of one per listener per
year, and the fact that you don't
hear so much about transformer
failures to -day is entirely and obvi-
ously due to the increasing percentage
of " good " transformers that are
being manufactured.

And that happy state of affairs
will continue so long as no case is made
for " cheap " transformers.

In conclusion, let me make it plain
that I have used the word cheap "
in its special significance, and that I am
fully aware that there are cOMpara:
tively good transformers of low pric:e,
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MANY MORE RADIO HOURS

PER BATTERY

isioN SAL-A11110mAc

H.T. BATTERIES
Month after month Pertrix H.T. Batteries continue to give thatgenerous output of steady current so vital to the true tonalrendering of speech and music. The results are certainlyamazing-yet the reasons are not far to seek. PertrixBatteries are constructed of entirely different materials fromthose used for all other batteries. Pertrix zincs do not corrode,because there is no sal -ammoniac; this means no deteriorationwhen the battery is out of use. Pertrix have immenserecuperative powers -for, while inactive, they build up theirpower for the next day's radio. Fit Pertrix next time-theygive service until the last ounce of power is out !

REMEMBER NON SAL -AMMONIAC MEANS EXTRA LIFE !

BRITANNIA BATTERIES, LTD 2p: Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.2
II ot is : - Redditch, Worcs.,

The Paper for the
Boy of To -day!

Such is MODERN BOY. Its every
issue is brimful of thrilling stories
and articles on the very latest
Invention, Adventure, Hobbies, etc.It is the paper for the youth of

to -day. Buy it regularly.

MODERN BOY
Every Saturday - - 213.

BESAFU
Don't wait till that sudden storm bringsdisaster. Safeguard your home and radio
at once. Fit the

BULGIN
SNAP - ACTION
LIGHTNING SWITCH

Complete with fuse, lightning
protector and £100 Free
Insurance and Guarantee. price 2 6Easily fitted.

I
Send 2d postage for 80 -page

Catalogue "C."

A. F. BULCIN & CO. LTD.
,``ae ABBEY ROAD, BARKING.

Scottish

MAGNUM SUPERHET SHORT-
WAVE ADAPTOR

_Al °DEL T.S.H.
eni :rely new design which utilizes

the amplification of every valve inthe cot. Including Iwo Coils and
Cory Cord - 45 -

.'omplete with valve, H.T.
d batteries - 63 -
-nit for particulars of this

:Ind list of latest short-wave
,aations. Free on request.

Agent: Sir. Ross Wallace,

)"MAGNUM" HOUSE,
298 BOROUGH HIGH

i STREET, LONDON, S.E.1
Tclenlione : HOP 6257 S, 6256.

54, Gordon Street, Glasgow, Cl,

BURNE-JONES & CO.,LTD.

THE CABINET THAT MAKES
A GOOD SPEAKER

BETTER/
That's the Cameo " Melodee " Speaker
Cabinet, which improves the performance ofYOUR Speaker. Gives volume withoutdistortion. Suitable for ALL well-known
makes of Speakers and made in Oak,
Mahogany and Walnut, in two sizes from 22 -.
Write for FREE copy of the 24 -page RadioCabinet Catalogue

CARRINGTON MFG. CO., LTD
Hatton Garden, London, E.C.1

ROL. 8202. Works : 8. Croydon.
Post in 4d, envelope

N.I MP

DV/WC
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TB E last ten years have seen more
erratic and violent changes in
the design of the tuning coil

than in that of perhaps any other radio
component. Do you remember the
huge solenoid coils of the earlier
cryet a l sets, and the complicated
spider -Web and honeycomb coils of the
firgt valve receiver ?

Then plug-in .coils revolutionised
coil design for a time, in turn being
pushed into oblivion, for all but short-
waVe reception, by the dual -range coil.
AlthOugh at first over bulky and
elaborate, the latter has been gradu-

:and simplified into
the successful " canned " component
now so widely. used for all kinds of
receivers.

Fantastic Ideas
At various criods in the history of

the -tuning coil we have had sudden
crazes for " low -loss " construction,
and some of the ideas tried out on
the poor constructor were indeed
fantastic. On the other hand, those
large -diameter solenoid coils wound
with Litzendralit, which became so
popular just before the advent of
the dual -range coil, wore without

EFFECT ON QUALITY

Curer A shows how a very sharply
bused circuit can produce a serious s
cf high notes, which mast be cosapen-
tated for if faithful reproduction is to be

achieved.

doubt the most efficient coils ever
designed.

Demand for Screening
But the coming of the S.O. valve

sounded the death -knell of the
bulky coil. This new idea in H.F.
valves, quickly reaching a remarkable
degree of efficiency, demanded better
and still more screening of the H.F.
components. Thus the big diameter
coil, needing an impossibly large metal
box, had to give way to the compact
" canned " coil with its inevitably
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In this article our eontributor.
Mr. .1. English. interestingly traces =
the derelopments in Aortal/ -cot
design over the past few years.
The present trend, he points out. FE

is to employ sharply tuned
eircuits and then to eompensate
for any high -note loss by using a

rainable tone control.

5ttui1111omm1inationmataunimaimanaumustaur;

higher losses --and now we " can " all
we can in the H.F. end of the set !

The latest jump in tuning -coil
design, the novel Ferrocart coil,
combines a low -loss inductance in a
very compact fully -screened form.
This development, which at one time
would have been considered an im-
possibility, is quite a big jump in the
right direction, and one which is

likely to influence considerably the
.
future design of the more ambitious
type of receiver.

High -Note Loss
Now the primary role of the tuning

coil is to act as a. station selector. The
more efficient it can he made in this
respect the more selective the re-
ceiver. This necessitates a " low -
loss " inductance, because the smaller
the coil losses the sharper the tuning
and, at the same time, the bigger
the signal build-up in the H.F. stage.

Unfortunately this is not all the
story : if it were, the set designer's
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lot would indeed be an easy one
The snag ig " sideband cutting," the
well-known effect on high -note re-
production producing muffled and
boomy speech and music when the
tuning of a straight H.F. circuit is
Made really sharp, by means of re-
action, for instance. The diagram of
Fig. I A gives some idea of how the
high -note loss of a selective tuned
circuit affects the overall frequency
response.

We used to get some degree of
automatic compensation for this
" tuning distortion." if not too pro-
nounced. Both the L.F. amplifier and
the loudspeaker were not so very
efficient at either amplifying or re-
producing the lower register, thus
masking the excessive bass -note out-
put from the detector.

A Solution
With improvements on the L.F.

side, however, the poor tone response
of the average receiver, especially on
distant stations, began to show up sc
much that the chief consideratica
nowadays is to get improved high -note
reproduction without which both
speech and music lack life and
realism. -

INTENSIFYING " TOP "

o 2000 4000 6000
E/ 51(4) Wive r CoRREcrom Boosravi Ilispewores

itif using a tone control it is possible to
boost the high notes (curve it) (nod so
ensure a satisfactory balance over the

musics/frequency range.
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ROLA
t eWor ciiRmest Re  ro ewers.

Always in Line with Latest Design
ciP  CLASS B AMPLIFICATION

Th.. following Rola Speakers for valves as under are now ready :
IVIULLARD PM2B VALVE
Rola F5 -PM -12 -Class B
cr Rola F6 -PM -08 -Class B
or Rola F7 -PM -O8 -Class B
COSSOR 240B VALVE
Rola F5-PM-'4-7Iass B
or Rola F6 -PM -01 -Class B
or Rola F7 -PM -01 -Class B
B.T.H. PD220 VALVE
Rola F5 -PM -12 -Class B
or Rola F6 -PM -08 -Class B
or Rola F7 -PM -08 -Class B
liESIMENNEINIMMMilM

EXT ENS ION
SPEAKERS
There is a correct Rola
Extension Speaker for
practically all British
radio receivers. Write

for List.
Write to -day for the Rola

Folder.
THE BRITISH ROLA

CO., LTD.,
Minerva Road, Park Royal,

N.W.10
Phone Willesden 432 2-3-4-5.

LIST PRICES
32,6
49'6
60 -

323
49/6
60,.-

32,3
49 6
60. -

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

KOLA
SPEAKERS

for better
Ratko Reception

[2)

Meet "Happy" Chapman
Number Ten of the CHUMS "Gallery of FamousReaders" is that tremendous cricketer --A. P. F.
CHAPMAN. Tremendous he is in every sense of the
word-a giant in stature and a veritable tower of
strength at the wicket. Meet him in the May issue ofthis most famous boys' magazine. He's an old reader
of whom any paper might well be proud, and he
sends a special message to his successors in the ranks

of the CHUMS enthusiasts.

CHUMS
THE MOST UP-TO-DATE MAGAZINE FOR BOYS

Buy the MAY Issue To -day 1;

CLASS

PUSH-PULL

NEW VARLEY PRODUCTS
for a modern need-a range of tested components
ensuring maximum results from Class B amplification.
The Input Transformer, D.P.40
(1) gives good amplification of
low notes because of its high
primary inductance.

(2) prevents grid current dis-
tortion by employing a low -
resistance secondary.

(3) permits accurate matching
of the Class B and "Driver"
valves by means of alternative
ratios.

The Output Choke D.P.42 gives
a choice of three ratios, making
the matching of the Class B

valve and loud -speaker an easy
matter.

D.P.40
CLASS B INPUT
TRANSFORMER

Ratios : 1.5 :1 and 1: 1.
Primary inductance : 28
henries with 2 rniA. D.C.
Maximum primary cur-
rent : 6 m,'A. Secondary
resistance: 100 ohms on
the 1.5 to 1 ratio and 145
ohms on the 1:1

15,_ratio. PRICE I
Including Royalty.

B 'ESTECTOR SUPER

Write for free illustrated literature.

D.P.42 CLASS B
OUTPUT CHOKE

Ratios : 2.5 : 1, 2:1, and
and 1.5:1. Inductance:
10 henries per half
primary with 33 m/A.
D.C. D.C. resistance :
350 ohms.

PRICE 6'6
Including Royalty.

Nra'r ley
(Proprietors Oliver Pell Control. Ltd )
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/Idyl of Oliver Pell Control Ltd., 103. Kingsway. London W C.2
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Tuning Tendencies continued

One solution of the problem of
getting adequate selectivity without
sacrificing quality is the band-pass
tuner. In theory it has a nearly square -
topped resonance curve passing the
high -note modulation of the carrier
wave with a sharp cut-off on each
side to exclude transmissions on ad-
jacent wavelengths. But it is a
complicated device not easy to adjust
for the full practical realisation of this
theoretical performance. At present
we use it more as a preliminary
station selector before the H.F. stage
without bothering too much whether
it tunes square -topped over the entire
wave -range of the receiver.

Correcting the Response
The alternative solution is

" straight " tuning circuits of high
selectivity with tone correction on the
L.F. side. This line of development is
fast increasing in popularity, so much
so that the up-to-date receiver would
seem rather crude without. tone con-
trol in some form or other.

Recent investigations show that if
we make the H.F. circuits tune very
sharply and then intensify the much
weakened high notes by " faking "
the response of the L.F. stage, we can
achieve a high standard of quality as
well as eliminate all interference ex-
cept heterodynes and static noise.
Provided the latter are not trouble-
some, it should be possible to receive
a distant station from out of a
crowded ether with almost the same
strength and quality as the local
transmissions.

The accompanying diagram illus-
trates the process involved. In Fig,
1(a) you see the output front the de-
tector ' with very selective tuning,
much weakened for frequencies above
500, an intolerable state of distortion.
Fig. 1(b) shows the response curve of

AUTOMATIC TONE
BALANCE

The high -note twines due to reaction can
be compensated jar by using the .1.T./l.
scheme. With this method the adjust-
ment Of react' it dimity corrects
the tone. enabling distant transmissions
to be tuned in free from " reaction

distortion."

the post -detector tone corrector, the
precise form of which does not con-
cern us here.

Notice that the response increases
sharply as the frequency rises, so that
after the signal has passed this stage

in the set the drooping curve of Fig.
1(a) has been lifted up to a more
or less level response curve. This
being the input to the L.F. or
output stages, which themselves are,
or should be, straight-line amplifiers,
we have thus achieved high quality
reproduction in spite of highly selec-
tive tuning coils.

In the practical application of this
scheme we find it distinctly ad-
vantageous to use a variable tone
corrector, such as the special L.F.
transformer with its associated vari-
able resistance or condenser, whereby
we can intensify at will practically
any part of the frequency scale to
counteract deficiencies in the L.F.
stages or the speaker itself.

Providing High Selectivity
I have purposely emphasised the

part played by tone control with the
object of showing that the effect of
the tuning coil on quality is no longer
of importance. Consequently we can
make use of the new low -loss coils to
provide high selectivity and signal
build-up.

Now the modern H.F. stage is so
efficient that we generally find we can
get more H.F. amplification from it
than we really need. We can, there-
fore, afford to exchange sonic of this
amplification for more selectivity.

Thus the role of the tuning coil in
modern set design becomes more and
more that of a high -efficiency station
selector alone, considerations of am-
plification and quality taking a back
seat.

COMPARING two L.F. transformers
is an easy matter if a quick
change from one to the other

can be made.
Removing one transformer from a

set and fitting another in its place
takes too long. Impressions are lost
while the change -over is being made,
especially if there is little to choose
between the two components.

How to Connect
Instantaneous changes from one to

the other can be made with a double -
pole change -over switch. The con-
nections are the same whateVer the
circuit.

Join the " G " terminals of both
transformers together and wire to the
usual point. Do the same with the
" P " terminals.

********************* *
* COMPARING :
4t
le TRANSFORMERS t
ig
* *
 A simple method of obtaining a ** rapid change -over.
4t********************

Take the lead that normally goes
to " " on transformer to one
centre switch contact, and the lead
normally connected to " G.B." on
transformer to the other centre
contact. Now, for simplicity, label
one transformer No. 1 and the other
No. 2.

Join " " of No. 1 trans-
former to one outside contact that
connects with the " " centre
contact when the switch is operated.
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Join " H.T. " of transformer No.
2 to the opposite outside contact.

Join " G.B." of No. 1 transformer
to remaining outside contact on same
side of switch as " H.T.±" of No. 1
transformer is wired. The remaining
unconnected switch contact goes to
" G.B." on No. 2 transformer.

Switch Control
With the switch over one way No.

1 transformer will be in use, and with
it over the other way No. 2 will conic
into play.

Operating the switch two or three
times will enable you to decide
quickly which transformer has the
greater " mag.," which gives the more
pleasing tone, or which better suits
your receiver.

A. S. C.
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"THE WORLD'S PROGRAMMES"

A fine 18 -page illustrated supplement which
tells you everything you want to know

about foreign stations and foreign listen-

ing. The finest foreign programme

feature in radio journalism to -day.

* BRITAIN'S LEADING

RADIO MAGAZINE

SPECIAL
FEATURES:

*Complete details for
making and operating

THE " FERRO "
THREE

-using Ferrocart Coils

*Description and build-
ing instructions for the
latest of the famous
Diodion designs, which
embodies Q.P.P. ampli-

fication

THE " DIO-Q "

*Technical articles on
TROUBLE TRACKING
-ALL ABOUT BAND-
PASS - SET - TESTING
WITH A MILLI -
AMMETER - FAULTS I
HAVE FOUND, BY A
SERVICE ENGINEER,

etc, etc., etc.

NOW ON SALE EVERYWHERE

IiIG IORLRJN STATION SUPPEEtkitNT !NSW

Igat
.X..0.maa..000,,OraME, f--

RAMO (016111,Wa. Ithr041 Er
P PICK ERSIZIE tsa

"RADIO'S BEST
SHILL1NGSWORTH TO -DAY"

MAY ISSUE OF

RtS/0111110NARY

OADI C.)

ARTICLES OF
NOTE:

*REVOLUTIONARY
RADIO

which deals with the
latest developments.

* * *

A VISIT TO THE
TELEVISION

STUDIO

* * *

LOUDSPEAKER
LAW

* * *
* Mark Hambourg on

MY THOUGHTS
ABOUT

BROADCASTING

"BETTER RADIO"
A practical and entertaining feature which will
help you to a better understanding of your receiver,
better results from your listening and a better
enjoyment of radio in general. More and more listeners
are reading and benefiting from"Better Radio"every month.

* MODERN WIRELESS
ONE SHILLING
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CHOOSING A RADIOGRAM MOTOR
.0 Al radiogram motor has an apparently simple Job to perform, just turning a

record round. Rut. if good reproduction is desired there are several points
0 . -to watt* in choosing and maintaining an efficient motor.

g01:0>CEOMEte:19103:003:8:8:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0:0X8:0:8)3:0:0:0:13:ECE

ARADIOGRAM motor has one
object only, whether it is
driven electrically or by a

spring, and that is to supply energy
to the needle of the pick-up. It is no
economy to purchase a cheap motor,
as it will most certainly cost much
money for repairs and many hours
of annoyance.

Always buy a motor manufactured
by a reputable maker and pay as
good a price as you can afford-
perhaps even just a little more-
as it will certainly pay you in the
end.

Examine it thoroughly to see
that it is a " cleanly " made piece
of mechanism and give particular
attention to the following points.

Points of Purchase
Ask your dealer to place the motor

on the counter, or to suspend it
between two supports if it has not a
flat bas3. After the turntable has
been placed in position and the
" stop " released, slowly turn the
winding handle until the resistance
shows that the springs are fully
wound-the " feel " of the wind should
be smooth, the turn of the spring -
boxes easy, and the whole action
almost noiseless.

A spring motor should always be
wound whilst running, with the pick-
up on its rest and not on the record.
In order to avoid any possibility of
accidental overwinding, the rate at
which the handle is turned should be
slowed down towards the completion
of the operation.

Turntable True?
See that the turntable runs smoothly

without appreciable wobble ; it is
almost impossible to obtain perfection
in this respect, but in good modern
motors the turntable should not be
more than 2.,;nd of an inch out of
true. Whilst the motor is running
freely, place the hand on the counter
(or on the top of the boxes in the case
of a motor having other than a flat
base), and satisfy yourself that there
is little or no vibration ; listen closely
to the running of the gear wheels
and appreciate the " sweet " running
of a well -made machine with cleanly
cut gears.

Notice carefully whether there is a
discontinuous " thump "-if there is,
reject the motor at once, for either the
governor mechanism is poor or it is
out of adjustment (the fault can be
rectified, but it should not be there
in a new motor).

After bringing the turntable to
rest, press gently on each side and
see that the main spindle is free from
side-play-a fault of this description is
fatal and can only result in poor
reproduction. There should be a
little up and down movement of the
main spindle, but no side -play.

Even Speed
Evenness of speed is essential to

good reproduction and any appreciable
variation causes a most disconcerting
change of pitch. The standard speed
is 78 revolutions per minute.

If you are buying an electric
motor, most of the hints given above
will apply, but, in addition, you must
make sure that the voltage is suitable
for your supply mains, and whether
the supply is D.C. or A.C. If the
latter, it will be necessary to indicate
the frequency. It is well to remember
that a synchronous motor cannot be

" GETTING THEIR

us3d with D.C. For those purchasers
who are expecting a change in mains
supply from D.C. to A.C. in the near
futur,, a. " Universal " motor is
recomml.nded.

No Exception
 Every machine, from a watch to
a generxthr in a power station,
requires proper care and maintenance
if its life is to be a lohg one, and if its
full functions are to continue un-
impaired ; your radiogram motor is no
exception to this rule. Every part
of the motor should be kept quite
free from dust and damp and periodical
lubrication must not be overlooked.

With many types, both spring and
electric, precise instructions on this
matter are given by the manufacturers
and these should be carefully followed.
The leading makers recommend two
types of lubricating oil, a fairly heavy
oil for the main bearings and gear
wheels and a very light oil for the
delicate governor and worm -wheel
mechanisin.

Special Attention
It is necessary to oil the governor

mechanism and bearings about once
ill three months and the main bearings
about once in six months. The gover-
nor pad and disc should receive
special attention, as these are the
vital spots of the whole machine.

Never adjust the governor with the
motor running, as you will almost
certainly ruin the delicate gears, and,
in any case, this is more properly a
job for the expert mechanic.

MAN " BY WIRELESS

Police authorities everywhere are developing fresh uses for radio in curbing the
actirities of criminals.Al recent innovation is the installation by the Paris police of a
special transmitter capable of sending by wireless photographs of wrong -doers,

together with impressions of their finger -prints.
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Licences Still Going Up
Wilim.Ess receiving licences issued

by the Post Office during
March numbered approxim-

ately 150,000.
Allowing for those which expired,

the total number in force at the end
of the month was 5,498,700, a net
increase of 71.0(X).

]hiring the same month 155 prose-
cutions ''for wireless offences were
successfully undertaken.

Scotland's Director
The B.B.C. Regional director for

Scotland, Mr. D. Cleghorn Thomson,
post owing, it is

officially stated, to a difference from
the B.B.C. authorities on questions of
policy.

Mr. Cleghorn Thomson has an-
nounced that his resignation was due
to his " unreadiness to continue
working in the face of obstacles which
had proved insuperable."

" The B.B.C. has accorded me very
generous treatment," he added,.". and
I am leaving on the best of terms with
the great majority of my collea!mes
and associates, to take up an entirely
new sphere of activity in London."

The Moscow Giant
What is claimed to be the most

powerful radio broadcasting station
in the world has been completed at
Noginsk, some forty miles from
Moscow. Its aerial capacity is rated
at 500 kilowatts, which greatly ex-
ceeds that of any other radio broad-
casting station in Europe. The station
is completely mechanised, and can be
operated by five men. The total cost
of construction has amounted to
approximately £750,000.

Good News
A new high record in the year's

trading was set up by the radio
industry in 1932, according to figures
published in the " Wireless and
Gramophone Trader."

R NEWS
ULLETIN

Gross turnover for the year,
at retail values, is given as
£36,627.425. Of this total
£4,000,000 represented im-
ported goods.

Some 1,436,849 factory -
made receivers of all classes were
sold during the year, equalling a cash
value of £19,323,198. Other important
figures, which show how the public
spend their money on radio entertain-
ment, are £9,000,000 (accumulators
and batteries), £5,000,000 (compo-
nents and accessories), and 0,854,425
(valves, apart from those supplied in
sets).

French Radio Finance
In future all owners of receiving

sets in France are to pay the following
annual taxes

On crystal sets -3s. 9d.
Valve sets (any number of valves) -

12s. 6d.
Sets in public places-£1 Ss.
When a charge is mule for ad-

mission to such places -12 10s.
There is also to be a 15 per cent

tax on the sale price of valves.
Amongst the corresponding ad-

vantages will be the abolition of all
advertisements in the programmes of
the State stations. Private broadcast-
ing companies, however, will continue
to derive -a large part of their income
from the publicity announcements
which are so trying for the listeners'
pat ience.

Sir Charles Carpendale
Rumours that Admiral Sir Charles

Carpendale is shortly to retire front
his position as Controller of the
B.B.C. and from the International
Broadcasting Union have been
authoritatively denied.

It is expected, however, that when
the International Broadcasting Union
meets next month, Sir Charles will not
again sit for re-election to the pre-
sidency of the Union --a post which he
has held since the Union was founded
in 1925. He will continue to represent
Great Britain at the discussions as an
ordinary delegate.

The Union is the organisation of all
the European broadcasting authori-
ties controlling wavelengths and other

(Continued on page 104)
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`IrESTECTOR SUPER
(Described this month.)

KIT "A"
Author's Kit of specified
parts, including ready -
drilled panel, but less valves
and cabinet.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage

Paid.

Z7 - 17 - 6
KIT "B"

As Kit " A " but with
valves

20/10
esonly.

SEND

payments of11 21%1"TO'
Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid
611 - 7 - 9

SEND ONLY

5
Balance in 11 monthly
Payments of 14/5

KIT "C"
Complete with valves

and cabinet.
SEND ONLY 22/6
Balance in 11 monthly

Payments of 2216
Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid
£12 - 5 - 3

KIT -BITS
Selected C.O.D. Items for
'B'estector Super. Yon pay
the postman. We pay post

charges over 101 -
Set of 6 specified valves, including IC s.d.3 10 3Westector W.4
1 Peto-Scott cabinet :. - - '17 6
1 Peto-Scott panel, 21' X 7', ready

drilled, and baseboard. 21' x 10' .. 8 0
1 Set of J.B. variable condensers (1

2 -gang. 1 single). completely
screened with disc drives .. .. 1 9 0

2 Lewcos coils, as specified 1 0 6
2 Colvern coils. as specified .. :: 1 5 0
1 Lissen Class "B" driver trans-

.. .. 12 6former .. ..
1 Varley Class "B" output -choke .. 16 6

PUSH -PUSH FIVE
KIT "A"

Author's Kit of specified
parts, including READY -
DRILLED PANEL, but less
valves, cabinet and speaker.
Cash or C. 0.D. Carriage

Paid.

£5.140.6
KIT "B"

As Kit" A" but with
valves only.

SEND ONLY 16'6
SWUM in 11 monthly

payments of 116 6
Cash or C.O.D.

Carriage Paid
69.0-0

SEND ONLY

106
Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 106

KIT "C"
Comple'e with valves,
cabinet and combined
shelf and baffle, but

LESS speaker.
SEND ONLY 16/7

Balance in 11 monthly
payments of 18,7

Cash or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid
810 - 3 - 0

1 Celestion C.T.1715 loud-
speaker, fitted with Q.P.P.trans-
former (Cash C.O.D.) 2 10 0or 12 monthly payments of 4/7.

NOTE. The R.I. D.Y.35 Choke has not been included
to thi Kit Prices. If required. add 12/6 to each

Prier or 1'3 to each monthly payment.

S.T. 400 BATTERY MODEL
KIT 494" DELIVERED

CAPRAIVN1 TPAE a

Author's Kit of specified
parts, including FREE BLUE-
PRINT, ready drilled panel
and foil -covered baseboard,
but less calves and cabinet.

Balance in 11 monthly payments of 8/9
OR CASH or C.O.D. 64-15-0 Carriage Paid.

NIT "B." As KitA,"but with valves
less cabinet. 12
monthly payments
of 12 3. Cash or

C.O.D., £6.14.3.
(..((mge Mt/a.

KIT " C." As Kit
"A,"butwithvalvesand cabinet. 12
monthly payments
of 14/-. Cash or

C.O.D.. £7.11.3.
1.,ff 11.11e Pll

PETO-SCOTT CO. LTD.
77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

Telephone : Clerhenwell 9406/7.
lies' End Showrooms: 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.s
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-continued from page 103

important questions. Its offices are at
Geneva, where Mr. Arthur Burrows is
secretary.

Sir Charles, who was knighted last
June for his broadcasting work,
reaches the B.B.C. retiring age at the
end of this year.

Lucerne and Listeners
The Prague wavelength plan is to be

revised at Lucerne in May, and it is
likely that in sixteen months' time
the new Droitwich station will super-
sede Daventry, using a power of 100
kilowatts.

A complete reshuffle of wave-
lengths throughout Europe, to reduce
interference, is probable at Lucerne.

The new plan may increase wave
length separation front 9 to 11 kilo-
cycles, even though this will reduce the
number of available channels.

The Chief Engineer
Mr. Noel Ashbridge, chief engineer

of the B.B.C., recently stated that
a plan had been prepared as a basis for
discussion at the Lucerne meeting of
representatives of about 30 European

countries, but he was unable to
particularise. There was, however,
every hope of agreement at Lucerne,
with a consequent improvement.

Mr. Noel Asldnidge, in an interview,
stated : " Anyone purchasing a new
receiver should see that it covers the
whole band allocated to broadcasting."
(This, with certain gaps, extends from
200 to 2,000 metres.)

Radio Exchanges
A survey by the " Broadcaster " of

the relay exchanges in operation shows
that the present 250 licensed by the
P.M.G. are distributed over 150

-towns.
With the subscribers at the moment

amounting to 80,000, this means an.
average of 320 subscribers per relay,
and something over 500 in every town
affected.

The growths of relays is shown in
the following quarterly returns for
three years:
1930 Mar. 10,913 1931 Sept. 32,872

June 12,172 Dec. 43,889
Sept. 15,485 1932 Mar. 51,710
Dec. 21,677 June 58,354

1931 Mar. 26,219 Sept. 65,350
June 30,149 Dec. 82,690

Sunday Programmes
It is reported that during the last

few weeks the B.B.C. Board of

THE RIGID

CHASSIS
is all one piece

The J. B. NUGANG
type "A." Very
robust construction.
Trimmer to each
stage. Matched to
within 1, of 1 percent
plus half a min fd.

Complete with disc
drive and bakelite
escutcheon plate.
Capacity, 0005.
3 -gang (as illus-
trated) 27:-, also
made in 2- or 4 -
gang.

SPECIFIED FOR THE

"B"ESTECTOR SUPER
J, B. NUGANG Type A. 2 -gang - - 18/6
J. B. NUGANG Type A.1 (single stage) 10/6

Both models complete with disc drive and
fully screened.

A ra eri ise m era rf Jackson Eros (London), Ltd., 72. St. Thomas ' Strcel, I ordon,.F.F.r. Telephone : flop 1837
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Governors have asked Sir John, Reith,
the Director -General, to submit a

report concerning Sunday broad-
casting programmes:

Various ideas for improving them
have been suggested time after time,
but until recently there was little or
no change in the rigid policy of
keeping entertainments well to the
background in Sunday programmes.

The Public Opinion
There is no doubt that opinion is

getting stronger and stronger in
favour of less solemn Sunday broad-
casts. Recently various new Sunday
programme experiments have been
carried out, and there is every sign
that twelve-hour Sunday broadcasts
will become a regular part of the
B.B.C.'s policy.

A Radio Pioneer
Few listeners know of M. Edouard

Branly, who is regarded in France as
the father of broadcasting.

M. Branly is eighty-nine years of
age, and he is one of the few surviving
pioneers of wireless.

He invented, among other things,
the coherer. M. Branly is reported
to hate two things-publicity and
wireless sets. A little while ago a
number of manufacturers wanted to
present M. Branly with a first-class
set, but nothing would induce him to
have a loudspeaker in his house.
However, he eventually accepted the
set because his family pressed him to,
but on the first occasion on which it
was switched on M. Branly put on
his hat and walked out of the house.

Almost a Magic Bottle
The use of electrons as electric

pencils for delineating the form of
electric forces, moving at 12 miles a
second, is described in a report on
Cathode Ray Oscillography just issued
by the Department of Scientific and
Industrial Research.

It is claimed that with the Cathode
Ray Oscillograph, which has " become
almost a magic bottle," the pencil can
draw separate pictures of a wireless
signal received along the ground from
the transmitting station, and of the
echoes of that signal reflected from the
upper atmosphere. This it does,
although the time between the signal
and its first echo is only 1/15,000th of
a second, and the time between two
echoes may be less than 1/3,000th of
a second.

The report also describes how the
Cathode Ray Oscillograph is likely to
prove invaluable in navigation by sea
and air, in wireless receivers, and in
relay devices generally.
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FROM MY ARMCHAIR
-continual from pagc 78

inkstrain. At least, the Editor has it
in his safe-or his junk -box ; I'm not
sure which.

Of course, the inkstrain is getting
of greater " antigue valuer " every
day. But meanwhile, Carlos wants his
complete kit of parts, mains units,
valves, etc., etc. He says :

As haven't heard the consequences
and resultations of the auction an-
nounced in the November issue, if
you permit me (but I don't like to do
anything wicked, so could you think
it an offence), I would like to ask how
Much amounts the balance due. I
shouldn't like at that you would put
out from your own pocket without
receiving the equivalence.

I remain anxious that you will not
excuse me for my question, and I
submissively beseech you will con-
cede your clement pardon for having
wrote in such seeming grousiness.

Your grievous admirer,
CARLOS ---.

Well, Carlos, old boy, the conse-
quences and resultations of the auction
were that not a single reader of this
paper offered even half a peseta for
your inkstrain. The nearest approach
was an offer from Morecambe to ex-
change half -a -dozen used razor blades.

Carlos, by the way, wishes to point
out that the mansion which forms the
background to his photograph is that
of the British Consul at Setubal.

A Character Reading
Talking about photographs, a

reader from Brixton, S.W.9, has
studied mine and sends me the fol-
lowing character delineation :

Strong-willed, fluent and accurate,
artistic and of a very high intellect.

- [So far, a very accurate delineation.
-J. S. -T.] You have a streak of
cruelty, but curiously have also
moments of chivalry which arouses in
you the desire to protect things that
are weak and helpless. This you try
hard to suppress, dubbing it as sloppy
sentiment. You would like to be
considered level-headed and practical,
but your eyes tell me you are a dreamer
of things of which your most intimate
friend would not credit you. There is
also a certain sadness that seems to
say that you failed to get something
or someone you really wanted. This
probably arose through your being
misunderstood. Rather conceited,
you assume indifference towards the
other sex, knowing this attracts them
all the more. A good friend, but a

very bad enemy. For heaven's sake,
shave that horrid little moustache off
-it annoys me.
The last irrelevant sentence came

as rather a shock, as though this
clairvoyants had suddenly come out
of her (yes, it's a she) trance.

As a matter of fact, except for one
brief relapse in Switzerland, I have
not worn even a wisp of a moustache
since the days when I was ordered to
grow one to frighten the Germans.

Police Protection?
I have had a letter from the police.

Mortlake, to be- precise, S.W.14.
My correspondent says policemen

should definitely come second to bus-
men as the keenest radio enthusiasts.
" I live," he says, " near a bus
garage, and know all the busmen that
are wireless enthusiasts. They out-
number us by about 20 to 16, but there
are far more experienced policemen.
I belong to a crowd called speed -cops,
and out of our crew of nine, there are
three owners of S.T.400's,' four
owners of S.T.300's,' and one is
getting the parts for your latest set."

If eight out of nine speed -cops at
Mortlake }pave built my sets, I ought
to be pretty safe treading on the gas
in that district. Although you never
know. Probably one of them has a
differential wrong way round and
would he glad to have my address.

* * *

News from the broadcasting
centres :

Viipuri.-A window -cleaner aged 
73 has applied for a divorce. He
has been married fifty-one years
and has seventeen children. The
grounds for the application are
incompaNbility of temperament.

* * *

Mr. F. C. Blake, of Helston, has been
well answered, by the way, by fellow -
Cornishmen. See the letters published
in this and the previous issue.

True Collaboration
A word of thanks to Mrs. K. M. L.,

of S.W.8, for photos of the " S.T.400 "
set she and her husband have built.
" How we enjoyed making it up."
It is very delightful to hear of wives 
who admit they were wireless widows
but have now become collaborators.

It is one of life's mysteries why ally
girl, with her eyes (and her ears) wide
open, ever marries -a wireless fiend.
Love may be blind. Apparently it is
also deaf.

* *

!!?****It ?? ? 1***1**t
[I have just been hit by that *****

football

SEEKS YOUR
AERIAL !
PROTECT IT

PERMANENTLY
WITH A

GRAHAM PARISH

GARD
KO 41131F111111111 NIGARRESTER

No need to worry, no need
to switch off-once fitted
to your aerial a GARD
will give you permanent
protection. Get one
to -day, it's worth
while.

£103
GUARANTEE

with every
GARD

It
Sold by all

Radio Dealers.

SOLD BV
ALL RADIO
DEALERS

GRAHAM LTD., BROMLEY, KENT.

Famous Maker's Otter! Radlo.Gram sf
awTic CABINET for

7 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
(OR 101- MONTHLY.)

Polished Oak t and Plano built t
the acoustic Tone brings a One
thrill. Maker* to (Radio Press,

B.B.C.. 3,000 clientele).
Other Models 35/- tq £15.
Photographs and List FREE.
PICKETTSPiano-Toncabiaet..e
(c.w.) Albion Road. Bexleyheath

F.Ciart. 64 S.T.400 "PICKETTS CABINETS
As Recommended by John Scott -Taggart.

NEW BELLING - LEE
CLIP -ON Unit Pick-up

Clips on and off in an

with self-
contained
Volume
Control

35, -

instant.

ELECTRIC
REPRODUCTION
tram your
PORTABLE,
gramoybons with-
out kless of port-

-ability.

Write for
Booklet

BELLING & LEE LTD
CAWEcIP L ARTERIAL GOAD. ENFIELD, MID D X

IPLEASE be sure to mention " Wireless Constructor "
when communicating with advertisers. Thanks!
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When you are requir-
ing Mains apparatus,
make sure you buy from Special-
ists. You can then be sure of your
purchase. That is the reason for
the popularity of Heayberd Mains
Units, Kits, Mains Transformers
and components. Constantly specified by
the Technical Press and used by con-
structors all over the country-Heayberd
products can be relied on. Write NOW
for particulars

ost
for Heayberd
handbook on
Mains Working

I enclose 3d stamps for
New Handbook of Mains
EQuipment. Packed with
Technical Tips, Service
Hints and diagrams

Address .........

, ..-4W. Con.

F.C.HEAYBERD &Co..
10 FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C..g

One minute from Moorgate Sfn

The Late

JOHN
Galsworthy's
Last Novel
Mr. John Galsworthv, whose death
was such a loss to English letters,
left the manuscript of a complete
new novel entitled " Over the River."
THE STORY -TELLER has been
privileged to secure the exclusive serial
rights of this-one of the greatest
modern love stories ever written-and
the opening chapters appear in the
June issue, now on sale.
It is one of the many outstanding fea-
tures in this brilliant All -Star Number.
Other authors who contribute include:

PHILIP GIBBS
ALEC WAUGH

G. B. STERN

CHRISTINE JOPE-SLADE
Etc.

Nowhere will you find a more varied
and brilliant selection of contemporary
fiction. Place a regular order for

The

STORY TELLER
For JUNE - - Now on Sale 11-

A VISIT TO ATHLONE
-continued from page 64

the signal lights will give sufficient
warning to prevent the valves from
being damaged.

" Don't forget that the transmitter
was brought over en bloc from
Chelmsford last June, and work was
rushed through for a temporary
opening in time for us to broadcast
the scenes at the Eucharistic Congress.
The transmitter was shipped over a
little more than three weeks before
the emergency opening date, and we
worked night and day to get it going!"

Unfortunately, there wasn't time
to visit the studios, but the station
engineers told me of latest develop-
ments.

Versatile Musical Director
They hope to make elaborate studio

arrangements in a few months, but at
present the existing Dublin studios
are used. These are in the G.P.O.
building, O'Connell Street, Dublin.

Here there is a very keen body of
men under Dr. Vincent O'Brien, who
is the present musical director and
who has been given an honorary
degree by the National University of
Ireland on account of his broadcasting
work. As well as augmenting the
Dublin studio orchestra, he has done
some useful work in vaudeville pro-
grammes.

The technical side is all under the
control of the Free State Department
of Posts and Telegraphs, and Mr.
Monoghan, the engineer -in -chief, is
the guiding spirit.

Programme Control
Owing to the sponsored programme

interests, the Moydrum engineers
have nothing whatever to do with the
landline switching, or with control on
the music circuits. The studio lines
are connected to booster amplifiers
in the modulation section of the
Moydrum transmitter. All the
switching is done at the Dublin end.

Although Dc Valera did not arrange
the official opening until February,
Athlone has been putting out tests
before that. One of Mr. Monoghan's
right-hand men told me that they had
reports from Newfoundland, Iceland,
and even from India.

Good reception of Athlone's trans-
missions has been reported from many
parts of England. The wavelength is
413 metres and is therefore 27 kcs.
above the Midland Regional-suffi-
cient separation to ensure freedom
from interference.
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THE "BESTECTOR SUPER"
-continued from page 71 .

first one and then the other backwards
and forwards until the station is at
its loudest. Slight readjustment of
the condenser's main dial should be
tried during the proceSs.

When you are satisfied the positions
of these trimmers cannot be bettered,
transfer your attention to the levers
on the intermediate transformers.
These have to be moved backwards
or forwards to the positions of loudest
results also.

Tuning Not Critical
Should you find  the station gets

very loud during these adjustments,
leave them as far as you have gone,
but tune to another weaker station
and start the adjustments over again.
This will ensure maximum sensitivity.

Finally, try adjusting the voltages
on H.T.+1 and When you are
getting the best results you can, tune
in a station at. a widely different part
of the left-hand dial and check over
the settings.

You will not find the trimmers on
the " gang " condenser very sharp,
neither will the tuning of this dial be
critical.

Double -Channel Effect
On some stations you will find there

are two tuning positions on the right-
hand dial. This is caused by the
usual double channel effect of a super --
let. Choose the reading which gives
best reception.

Further adjustments will not he
needed when you change over to the
long waves, so I will leave you now
to get on with the making of your set.

..
ii HOW IS YOUR SET BEHAVING ii

NOW? ..
8 If you are troubled by a radio ::
.:: problem, remember that " The ::
 Wireless Constructor " Technical ::
if:: Queries Department is fully H
 equipped to help you.

Full details of the service, in- ii
:: eluding scale of charges, can be 
.: obtained on application to the ::
:: Technical Queries Department, ::
.. " The Wireless Constructor," ::
:: The Fleetway House, Farringdon H
:: Street, London, E.C.4.
:: SEND A POSTCARD, on ::
:: receipt of which the necessary :;
 application form will be sent by ::
:: return.
:: LONDON READERS, PLEASE ::
:: NOTE. Enquiries should not ::
:: be made by telephone, or in ::
:: person at The Fleetway House ::
:: or Tallis House. .9r
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"CLASS B" AMPLIFICATION
-ce»iiinued Pont page 62

it as definite that sonic quiescent
system will be regarded as ultimately
essential to every powerful battery
receiver, and no battery user need
develop an inferiority complex.

As regards the general idea of
quiescent systems, I humbly and
diffidently put myself forward as
the first to suggest both the de-
sirability and the solution. In 1918
I published the first comprehensive
paper on the theory and practice of
valve characteristic curves based on
an investigation involving hundreds
of measurements taken (December,
1917) while I was Instructor in
Wireless to the 1st Army in France.

Published in 1921
The conclusions were reproduced

in my book, " Thermionic Tubes,"
published in 1921.

The following suggestive paragraph
is of interest :

It will have been noticed that
when we are dealing with uni-
directional pulses it is not necessary
to make the valve function near
its midway point. In fact, if
we do this, we will be using a
curve twice as high as is necessary
and half the curve will never be

used.- This means we are needlessly
wasting current from the lighting
accumulators and perhaps from the
high-tension battery . . . . The
suggested arrangement is almost as
eflicicAt and far more economical
than using a higher curve. Similarly,
when we arrange for the grill
always to receive positive pulses,
we should, for reasons of economy,
use the bottom part of the steep,
straight portion of the curve.

Fifteen Years Ago
The last sentence describes exactly

what happens in " Class 13 " ampli-
fication, and the curve I recommended
is the same as that of a " Class B "
valve-i.e. it lies to the right of zero
grid vol".s and corresponds to positive
grid voltages.

I f you recall that these were my
recommendations fifteen years ago
(I was twenty years of age, and
probably many modern radio
engineers had not then even heard
of a valve), you may agree with me
that here was quiescent amplification
described, and with full emphasis on
its merits of economy.

The highly developed and practical
arrangement described in this article
represents modern technique at its
best, and there is no doubt that
quiescent amplification has come to
stay. Let us welcome it and " get
acquainted."

SPEEDOMETERS FOR YOUR
RADIOGRAM

-continued from page 81

turntable and the number of lines
or sectors on the disc.

With most stroboscopic discs there
are 77 uniformly -spaced black sectors
or lines. A disc of this nature, when
viewed under a 50 -cycle A.C. illumin-
ation, will appear with its sectors or
lines stationary when the turntable
revolves at a speed of 78 revolutions
per minute (the usual playing speed).

Reason ? when the strobo-
scopic disc is being revolved at 78
r.p.m., this means that a black line or
sector will be moved in 1/100th
second to the place last occupied by
the adjacent black line or sector.
But during this change -over the light
itself -is extinguished. -

Persistence of Vision
Consequently you do not perceive

the change. And when the black line
or sector next following up has got
into the position of the foregoing one,
the light comes on again. It is really

a sort of cinematographic action, in
which the eye's persistence of vision
plays its usual rule.

Seventy-eight r.p.m. = 1.3 r.p.s.,
you see_ 1 3 r.p.s. x 77 (the number
of black lines or sectors on the disc)
works out at 100.1. Hence, each black
line moves to take up the position of
the preceding one in 1/100tr, sec.,
thus giving, under the illumination
of a 50 -cycle alternating current, a
stationary effect.

Amazing Ingenuity
A simple alculation of this nature

will enable you to determine the
number of lines or sectors which are
necessary for the construction of a
stroboscopic disc whose lines are to
remain stationary at any required
speed; 75 black lines or sectors, for
instance, will be required for a strobo-
scopic disc whose lines have to re-
main apparently stationary at 80
r.p.m.

Yon may, perhaps, find the matter
a bit complicated. When you think it
out, however; it becomes very simple
indeed, and you are struck with the
amazing ingenuity of the whole
thing.
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CABINETS
of exclusive modern de-
sign, made by craftsmen
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post free.
REMARKABLE VALUES
Cabinets made to order
a speciality.
Maker, under licence of the
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AN ALL-PURPOSE METER
--continued from ),T/ 66

Some of the possible Uses in this
respect are as follow :

To make comparative measurement
of signal strengths.

As a resonance indicator in tuned
circuits.

To plot frequency response curves
for L.F. transformers.

As a volume level indicator in L.F.
amplifiers.

Fig. 7 describes a simple half -wave
rectifier circuit making use of it fixed
carborundum crystal, arranged as a
high -frequency resonance indicator.
This means of rectification, while
limited to low power, on account of
the crystal, is very suitable for high
frequency work.

For Audio Frequencies
The circuit of Fig. 8 utilises full -

wave rectification which is obtained
by the use of a rectifier consisting of
four copper oxide discs iirranged in
the four arms of a Wheatstone bridge
circuit and the meter connected in
place of the usual galvanometer.

The discs are so arranged that
both halves of the A.C. wave pass
through the meter in the saute direc-
tion. This system is not suitable for

A BRIDGE ARRANGEMENT

rr.
Fio8 f2/41 Move Recrmworten

This is the circuit for measuring ' speeel
currents " with the aid of four dry

rectifiers.

measurements at high frequencies, but
is quite good at audio frequencies. The
diagram illustrates how receiver sig-
nal strength may be measured. The
coupling transformer shown should,
in most cases, lie of a step-down
ratio.

Due to errors introduced by fre-
quency, wave -form; temperature and
the fact that the resistance. of the
rectifier varies with the amount of
current passing through the discs,
it would be extremely difficult to cali-
brate the instrument in definite
terms.

CRYSTAL RECTIFICATION

H/JLF-WF1VE REC77F/ER FIG 7
:In ordinary crystal detector can be
pressed into service for obtaining relative

measurements.

For the purpose of this article,
therefore, it is simply recommended
as a means of reading comparative
values.

In closing, it may be well to
stress the importance of using only
good resistors as multipliers and
shunts, for upon their degree of ex-
cellency depends the accuracy of
ultimate readings.

Wire -wound resistors,with a guaran-
teed accuracy of one per cent, are
obtainable and recommended for this
purpose.

AS WE FIND THEM
-continuo" from page, 90

In action, this Garrard record
changer is truly robot, the machine
taking eight 10- or 12 -inch records
at one loading. The pick-up is first
class and the reproduction excellent in
every AN -ay.
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During our tests there were never
any signs of failure, the mechanism
functioning in an eminently satisfac-
tory manlier.

The results, in fact, were up to
the high standard one has learnt to
expect from Garrard productions. The
niakers are The Garrard Electrical
Engineering Co., Swindon.

W.B. Valve Holder
The advent of the " Class B " and

other " double " valves has made it
necessary to produce a new type of
valve holder with sockets arranged to
accommodate the extra valve pins.

The " ('lass B " battery valve
needs six pins, but seven have been-
provided-one of these is not con-
nected internally --so that the same
base can be employed for the new
double diode valves.

A seven -socket valve holder is
therefore necessary. There are
various difficulties which the designers
have to overcome, one of them being
the necessity for ensuring satisfac-
tory contact at all seven points.

That progressive firm, Messrs.
Whiteley Electrical Radio Co., Ltd.,
Mansfield, Notts, have recently sent
us samples of a baseboard mounting
valve holder for seven -pin valves

have gone into pro-
duction with.

It is a nicely -finished component;
the sockets are accurately spaced,
and both terminals and soldiering tags
arc fitted.
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NEXT MONTH E
Our July issue will contain further striking

articles by

JOHN SCOTT -TAGGART
A.M.I.E.E., F.Inst.P.

who writes exclusively for

THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR

Also writingwriting in the July number

VICTOR KING
On sale June 15th Price Sixpence E.
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HARDLY a day goes by that you are not
confronted by some problem that needs
a knowledge of law. With this masterly,

authoritative and simply -written Guide to
English and Scots Law you will be armed
on all points concerning your domestic and
business life.
MY OWN LAWYER will protect and guide you
against many pitfalls and save many a bill of costs
for those who consult its pages when in difficulties.
The Editor of WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR has been able to
secure a number of these volumes on specially advantage-
ous terms, and is offering them this month to all regular
readers at a reduced price, which cannot be repeated.
If you want to take advantage of this marvellous offer
you must act now.
The standard edition is bound in stout covers of
blue cloth, with gold lettering on the spine, and
is both serviceable and attractive. Price 5 -.
plus 1 - for carriage, packing, insurance, etc.
Edited by Mr. R. Storry Deans. Recorder of New( istle-
on-Tyne, MY OWN LAWYER us stamped with
unquestioned authority. The learned Editor has fi,"-I
the assi%tance of many famous legal experts in compilir
this valuable work which should save its cost many
times over in any home or burane,.,.
This fine volume embodies all recent leval chanvt .. and
a very special feature of the work is the amount of
attention given to Scots Law, a subject that c. rafters
neglected entirely in publications of this kind.
Make sure of a copy by hlling in the Order F ono
to -day. To -morrow may be too late.

ORDER FORM
,3 A.P. Book Dept.

(G.P.O. Box 184a),
Cobb's Court, Broadway, London, E.C.4.

I am a regular reader of WIRELESS CON
c roR and wish to take advantave of your

offer. Please send me immediately the Standard
Edition of MY OWN LAWYER.

I enclose P.O. value 6 -
(5 for volume, plus I - for carriage, parkin".

insurance).
PLEASE WRITE CLEARLY.

Signature ... .. .......
NAME
(Block letters)

FULL ADDRESS

Cross P.O. and make payable to :
" Amalgamated Press, Ltd."

IMPORTANT.- --This Order Form, together
with remittance, must be enclosed in a sealed
envelope bearing 11d. stamp.

Irish Free State readers not eligible.
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BSUE SPOT Speakers have been famous for
years as the best that money can buy. The
NEW MOVING COIL SPEAKERS are in
the best Blue Spot tradition-designed with

foresight and intelligence, manufactured with
scrupulous care and sold because they gi s, e results
unequalled by any other make.
The cabinet model illustrated is 62PM-obtainable
in walnut or mahogany. The movement is Blue
Spot 45PM. Pleasing in appearance this speaker
gives a magnificent response on all frequencies.
Never has reproduction achieved so startling a
degree of reality, each note and word falling on
your ear in perfect harmony and with complete
fidelity. There is no variation in the excellence
of the tone values. Top, middle and low notes are
all perfectly reproduced. In this and other Blue Spot
Cabinet Moving Coil Speakers particular attention
has been paid to accoustic properties.
The movement is mounted on a separate baffle
which is then specially fitted in the cabinet, giving
much improved reproduction.
Write for catalogue No. W.C. 28 S Price 67'6

New BLUE SPOT PICK-UP
Model

33
Brings out the true value of your gramophone records and makes the
music alive and real. You can never realise how marvellously beautiful
recorded music can be until you hear it reproduced with the aid of this
exceptional Pick -Up. Almost complete absence of all surface noise
and needle scratch. Complete with wire wound
volume control. Price 35

x\sew
MOVING

COI L

45 PM  45? -
Speaker chassis without cabinet

as illustrated below.

22 PM  45P -
A handsome cabinet speaker in oak with new
29PM movement giving splendid reproduction.

29 PM  32%
Speaker chassis only.

32 PM  87,6
The most wonderful cabinet speaker ever made.
The famous 99PM movement ensures a performance

of the most outstanding quality.

99 PM  59%

THE MIMI' MAE /MI COMPANY UV
BLUE SPOT MOUSE  94/96 ROSOMAN STREET - ROSEBERY AVENUE  LONDON E C
Telephone: Clerkenwell 3570. Telegrams: " Bluospot, Isling, London."
Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and Wales: H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd.,
loo London Road, Sheffield ; 22 St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester ; 177 Westgate Road, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne ; 37, 38, 39 Clyde Place, Glasgow.

Speaker chassis only.

Write for Catalogue No. W.C. 28 U


